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John Fothergill
BIOGRAPHY
Born March 8, at Carr End, Wensleydale, Yorkshire,
England, one of many children of John Fothergill, a
Quaker and a yeoman. Attended school in his native
town.
Age 15. After his school education was finished, he was
placed with Benjamin Bartlett, an eminent apothecary
at Bradford, in Yorkshire.
Age
20. Went to Edinburgh to study medicine under
1732
Professors Alexander Monro primus.: Alston, Rutherford, Sinclair and Plummer.
Age 24. Was graduated from Edinburgh with the M.D.
degree, using for the title of his thesis, On the use of
emetics.
1737 Age 25. Moved to London and entered St. Thomas'
Hospital.
Age 26. Made a tour of the continent.
Age 28. Began practice in London.
Age 34' Admitted a licentiate of the Royal College of
Physicians.
Age 36. Wrote classic description of diphtheria pharyngitis: An account of the sore throat attended with ulcers.
Age 39. Aided in founding The Pennsylvania Hospital.
Age 42. Chosen a Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians at Edinburgh.
Age 50. Because of his interest in the Quaker colony in
Pennsylvania, Dr. Fothergill presented eighteen anatomical views and three cases of models to the Pennsyl-

1712

From Works of John Fothergill
London, 1783.
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1774,

1776
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vania Hospital.
Bought a large estate at Upton, near
Stratford and developed a large botanic garden, gathering plants from every -corner of the globe.
Age 5I. Elected a Fellow of the Royal Society of London.
Age 53. Being a warm friend of the American colonies,
he advised repeal of the Stamp Act of 1765.
Age 6I. Wrote original description of facial neuralgia
(tic douloureaux):
OJ a painjul affection oj the face.
Age 62. Collaborated
with Benjamin
Franklin
in a
plan for reconciliation
of the American colonies with
England.
Age 64' Chosen a Fellow of the Royal Society of Medicine at Paris.
Age 68. Died December 26 of "suppression of the urine"
and was .buried on January 5, 1781 in Winchmore-Hill,
about seven miles from London.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY
De emetic arum usu in variis morbis tractandis.
Dissertatio
medica inauguralis.
Edinburgi,
Ruddimann,
1736. sm.
4°, 48 pp.
(same) A medical inaugural dissertation :On the use of
emetics in various diseases.
English translation in: Works.
London, 1783. Vol. l,pp. 69-144.
Remarks on the neutral salts of plants, and on Terra Foliata
Tartari.
Medical Essays and Observations,
Edinburgh,
5: 147, 1736. Also: Works. London, 1783. Vol. 1, pp.

241-247.
Extract of an essay upon the origin of amber.
Phil. Trans.,
No. 472: 21, 1744' Also: Works.
London,
1783. Vol.
1, pp. 249-256.
Observations on the manna persicum .. Phil. Trans.
No. 472:
86, 1744. Also: Works. London, 1783. Vol. 1, pp. 257266.
Observations
on a case published in the last volume of the
Medical Essays, &c. "of recovering a man dead in appearance, by distending the lungs with air. Printed at Edin-
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burgh, 1744." Phil. Trans., No. 475: 275, 1745. Also:
Works.
London, 1783. VoL 1, pp. 271-280.
~iaphragmate fisso, et mutatis quorundam viscerum sedibus,
In cadavere
puellae decem mensium observatis;
epistola
Richardo Mead.
Phil. Trans., No. 478: 11, 1745. Also:
Works.
London, 1783. Vol. 1, pp. 281-295.
(Same) A letter on a ruptured diaphragm,
and a change
in the situation of some viscera, observed in the body of a
female child ten months old; addressed to Richard Mead.
Works.
London, 1783. Vol. 1, pp. 297-313.
account of some observations
and experiments
made in
Siberia; extracted from the preface of the "Flora Siberica,
sive historia plantarum
sibiriae, cum tabulis aeri incisis.
Auct. D. Gmelin. Phil. Trans., No. 486: 248, 1748. Also:
Works.
London, 1783. Vol. I, pp. 317-332.
account of the sore throat attended with ulcers; a disease
w~ich hath of late years appeared in this city and the parts
adjacent.
London, C. Davis, 1748. 8°, iv, 72 pp. (same)
2. ed., London, C. Davis, 1748. 8°, iv, 72 pp. (same) 3· ed.,
London, C. Davis, I75I. 8°, iv, 72 pp. (same) 4. ed..
London, C. Davis, 1754. 8°, 2 1., 72 pp. (same) 5· ed.,
London, C. Davis, 1769' 8°, viii, 72 pp. (same) 6. ed.,
London, L. Davis, 1777. 8°, vi, 72 pp. (same) Works.
London, 1783. Vol. I, pp. 333-404·
the weather and diseases of London.
Gentleman's Magazine,
1751-54' Also: Works. London, 1783. Vol. 1, pp. 145-

24°·

Of the use of the Cortex Peruvianus
in scrofulous disorders.
Medical Observations
and Inquiries,
I: 3°3-322, 1756
(1758). Also: Works. London, 1783. Vol. 2, pp. 3-17·
A letter to the medical society, concerning an astringent gum
brought from Africa.
Med. Obs. and Inq., I: 358-364,
1756 (1758). Also: Works. London, 1783. Vol. 2, pp.

19-24.
Experiments on mixing oyls, resinous and pinguious substances
with water, by means of a vegetable mucilage: In a letter
from Mr. James Bogle French, Apothecary in London, to
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Dr. John Fothergill.
With remarks by the same. Med.
Obs. and Inq., I: 412-435, 1757 (1758).
Also: Works.
2
London, 1783. Vol. 2, pp. 25-4 .
A letter relative to the cure of the chin-cough.
Med. Obs.
and Inq., 3: 319-325, 1757· Also: Works.
London, 1783.
Vol. 2, pp. 43-48.
Observations
on the use of hemlock.
Med. Obs. and Inq.,
3: 400--418, 1757· Also: Works.
London, 1783. Vol. 2,
pp. 49-62.
Rules for the preservation of health; containing all that has been
recommended
by the most eminent physicians; with the
easiest prescriptions for most disorders incident to mankind,
through the four different periods of human life. London,
J. Pridden, 1762. 12°, vi, 137 pp.
Considerations
relative to the North American Colonies.
1765.
16
81
Also: Works.
London) 1783. Vol. 2, pp. 3 -4 .
Some account of the late Peter Collinson, F. R. S. &c. In a
letter to a friend.
1769' Also: Works.
London, 1783.
Vol. 2, pp. 333-353·
An essay on the character of the late Alexander Russell, M.D.,
F. R. S. Read before the Society of Physicians,
Oct.
2, 1769' London, 1770. sm. 4°, I P: 1., 19 pp. Also:
Works.
London, 1783. Vol. 2, pp. 357-379·
Remarks on the hydrocephalus
internus.
Med. Obs. and Inq.,
4: 40-57, 1771. Also: Works.
London,
1783. Vol. 2,
pp.63-76.
(same) Remarques sur l'hydrocephale
interne, ou hydropsie
des ventricules du cerveau; traduites de l'anglais par F.-T.
Ribault de Villiers.
Avec des notes et additions du traducteur.
Paris, Mequignon,
1807. 8°, xix, 21-42 pp.
Of the cure of the sciatica.
Med. Obs. and Inq., 4: 69-77, 1771.
Also: Works.
London, 1783. Vol. 2, pp. 77-83'
A hemiplegia, attended with uncommon circumstances .. Med.
Obs. and Inq., 4: 110, 1771. Also: Works.
London,
1783. Vol. 2, pp. 93-98.
Of the use of tapping early in dropsies.
Med. Obs. and Inq.,
4: II4-122,
1771. Also: Works.
London, 1783. Vol. 2,
pp. 85-91.
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painful constipation
from indurated
feces. Med. Obs.
and Inq., 4: 123, 177. Also: Works.
London,
1783.
Vol. 2, pp. 99-105.
Some remarks on the bills of mortality
in London; with an
account of a late attempt to establish an annual bill for this
nation.
Med. Obs. and Inq., 4: 214, 1771. Also: Works.
London, 1783. Vol. 2, pp. 1°7-113.
.Remarks on the use of balsams in the cure of consumptions.
Med. Obs, and Inq., 4: 231-246,
1771. Also: Works.
London, 1783. Vol. 2, pp. IIS-126.
Remarks on the cure of consumptions.
Med. Obs, and Inq.,
4: 289-3°4, 1771. Also: Works.
London, 1783. Vol. 2,
pp. 127-162.
Some account of the cortex winteranus or magellanicus, by Dr.
Fothergill; with a botanical description by Dr. Solander, and
some experiments
by M. Morris.
Med. Obs. and Inq.,
5: 41-55, 1773· Also: Works.
London,
1783. Vol. 2,
pp. 163-177.
Of a painful affection of the face. Med. Obs. and Inq., 5: 129142, 1773 (1771-6).
Also: Works.
London, 1783. Vol.
2, pp. 179-189.
An account of the tree producing the terra japonica.
Med.
Obs. and Inq., 5: 148-159, 1773. Also: Works.
London,
1783. Vol. 2, pp. 191-199.
Extracts
from an historical account of coffee, &c. By John
Ellis, F. R. S. &c. With letter from Dr. Fothergill.
1774·
Also: Works.
London, 1783. Vol. 2, pp. 279-331.
Of the management
proper at the cessation of the menses.
Med. Obs. and Inq., 5: 160--186, 1774. Also: Works.
London, 1783. Vol. 2, pp. 201-220.
The case of a hydrophobia.
Med. Obs. and Inq., 5: 195-216,
1774. Also: London, T. Cadel, 1778. 8°, iii, 36 pp. Also:
Works.
London, 1783. Vol. 2, pp. 221-238.
(same) Abhandlung tiber die Natur der Krankheit, die durch
den Biss eines tollen Hundes veranlasst wird. Nebst einem
Briefe des Grafen Berchtold an den Verfasser.
Aus dem
Englischen iibersetzt.
Mit einer Vorrede von Carl Werner.
Wien, C. F. Beck, 1810. 12°,77 p.
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Case of an angina pectoris with remarks. Med. Obs. and Inq.,
5: 233-25, 1774' Also: Works. London, 1783. Vol. 2,
pp. 249-262.
Further account of the angina pectoris. Med. Obs. and Inq.,
5: 252-258, 1774· Also: Works. London, 1783. Vol. 2,
pp. 263-268.
.
Additional directions on the treatment of persons bit by man
animals. Med. Obs. and Inq., 5: 290-297, 1774. Also:
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Observations on disorders to which painters in water-colours are
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A sketch of the epidemic disease, which appeared In London
towards the end of the year 1775. Med. Obs. and Inq.,
6: 340-347, 1775· Also: London, 1775. sm. 4°, 4 pp.
Also: Works. London, 1784' Vol. 3, pp. 251-3°2.
An account of the magnetical machine contrived by the late
Dr. Gowin Knight, F. R. S. and presented to the Royal
Society, by John Fothergill, M.D., F. R. S. Phil. Trans.,
66: 591, 1776.
On the employment of convicts. 1776. Also: Works. London,
1784' Vol. 3, pp. 59-66.
Remarks on the cure of the epilepsy; to which are added, some
considerations of the practice of bleeding in apoplexies.
Med. Obs. and Inq., 6: 68-90, 1776. Also: Works. London, 1784' Vol. 3, pp. 197-218.
Remarks on that complaint commonly known under the name
of the sick headache. Med. Obs. and Inq., 6: 103-107,
1778. Also: Works. London, 1784' Vol. 3, pp. 219-243.
Observations on the cure of fluxes, by small doses of Ipecacuanha.
Med. Obs. and Inq., 6: 186-191, 1778. Also: Works.
London, 1784. Vol. 3, pp. 245-249.
A letter to a friend in the country, relative to the intended
school at Ackworth in Yorkshire. 1779. Also: Works.
London, 1784' Vol. 3, pp. 3-27.
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An English freeholder's address to his countrymen.
1780.
Also: Works. London, 1784. Vol. 3, pp. 29-57.
A complete collection of the medical and philosophical works of
John Fothergill with an account of his life; and occasional
notes by John Elliott. London, J. Walker, 1781. 4 1.,
xx, 661 pp., I port. (same) London, G. Robinson, 1782.
8°, xx, 661 pp., I port.
(same) Samtliche medizinische und philosophische Schriften,
nach den neuesten Ausgaben aus dem Englischen und
Lateinischen iibersezt, und mit Anmerkungen begleitet.
Altenburg, Richter, 1785. 2 v. in 1. 8°, 336 pp., 5 pl.;
376 pp.
The works of John Fothergill, M.D. Edited by John Coakley
Lettsom. London, C. Dilly, 1783. 3 v. 8°, viii, 421 pp.;
v, 416 pp.; cxciii, 330 pp.
(same) London, C. Dilly 1784' 4°, xcv, 657 pp., II pl.
Dr. Fothergill's correspondence with Dr. Cuming of Dorchester,
Dr. Percival of Manchester, Drs. Falconer, Dobson and
Fothergill of Bath, Dr. Johnstone of Kidderminster and
Henry Smeathman, Esq. Works. London, 1784' Vol. 3,
pp. II 5- 196.
Advice ... to ... patients in putrescent disorders. In: The
American Museum, 2. ed., 1789. Philadelphia, M. Carey.
2: 179-180.
Conseils aux femmes de quarantecinq
a cinquante ansi au
conduite a tenir lors de la cessation des regles. Traduit et
extrait des observations et recherches de la Societe medicale
de Londres, et augmente de notes par Petit-Radel.
2. ed.
Paris, Gabon, 1800. 8°,46 pp.
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An affectionate tribute to the memory of the late Dr. John
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INTRODUCTION
" John Fothergill is famous today because he left original and
classic descriptions of diphtheritic sore throat and tic douloureaux.
In his own day of the middle eighteenth century he was famous
because he was one of London's most successful practitioners.
He was a keen medical observer and recognized and recorded many
unusual medical conditions.
In addition, he was noted for his
generous philanthropies.
He also found time to make an extensive collection of botanic specimens, shells and insects; this
later became the property of his old friend, William Hunter.
Fothergill's
contribution
to the knowledge of diphtheria
is in
the form of a book of seventy-two pages, published in London in
1748. In the twenty-nine
years after its appearance
the book
went through six London editions; it must have been popular and
held in high esteem.
The original edition is here reproduced in
its entirety.
Diphtheria
was probably first described by Aretaeus of Cappadocia in the second century.
He described ulcers of the tonsils
covered with a foul membrane and recorded the high mortality
rate when the affection spreads to the throat.
The seventeenth
century Spaniards wrote several good descriptions of this disease.
In Spain the condition was called "morbus suffocans" or "garotillo" because its fatal outcome was similar to the Spanish mode of
execution by strangling.
Cortesius described an epidemic of
diphtheria in Italy in 1620 and recognized the contagiousness of
the disease.
But no other contribution
of note appeared until
Fothergill's
book of 1748. This author shows that he was well
acquainted
with the ancient writings because he quotes freely
from them.
He also had a first hand knowledge of the disease
and records the signs and symptoms correctly.
It remained however for Bretonneau of Tours in 1826 to clearly
differentiate
the disease from all others and to coin the term
diphtheria.
Another fifty-seven years had to pass until Klebs,
in 1883, recognized the specific bacilli of the disease.
A year
later Loeffler was able to cultivate the organism which is now
known as the diphtheria or Klebs-Loeffler bacillus.
In 1890 von
Behring discovered a specific serum against diphtheria,
a work
which won for him the first Nobel Prize in 1901. In 1913 Schick
described his skin-reaction test to show susceptibility or immunity

to diphtheria and in 1923 Ramon introduced the antitoxin which
is a modified and safe method of producing immunity.
We have come a long way from John Fothergill, but he helped
show the way.
Fothergill's description of facial tic or tic douloureaux is in the
style of many of his contributions
to medical knowledge.
The
essay covers only thirteen small pages and does not attempt to
exhaus~ the subjec~; .it records only the author's personal experience With .the condition,
Nevertheless the work is an important
~an.dmar~ In our knowledge of the disease and is herein reproduced
In Its en tirety,
john Fotherg.ill, being a Quaker himself (and a philanthropist),
was Interested In the Quaker Colony in Pennsylvania.
He was
helpful in founding the Pennsylvania
Hospital in Philadelphia
in
1751 where still may be seen the anatomic drawings and models
which he donated.
He wrote against the oppression of the
American Colonies by Britain, advised repeal of the Stamp Act
of 1765 and aided Benjamin Franklin in drawing up a plan of
reconciliation
with the Mother-country
in 1774. Fothergill's
friend and biographer, John Coakley Lettsom, was also a close
friend of the American Colonies.
Thus in this number of MEDICAL CLASSICS we have important
~apers on diphtheria and facial tic by a famous London practitioner and an influential
internationalist
of the eighteenth
century.

Sore Throat and Ulcers

An Account of the Sore Throat
Attended with Ulcers
A Disease Which Hath of Late Years Appeared in
This City, and the Parts Adjacent
BY

JOHN

FOTHERGILL,

M.D.

London: Printed for C. Davis, over-against Gray's Inn Gale, Holborn
MDCCXLVIII

PREFACE
~~?W'''~':Tii3'nSIMPLE
inflammation
of the tonsils, or of
other parts about the fauces, from its frequently
happening
without
any considerable
hazard
attending
it, is commonly looked upon as a
,troublesome,
rather than a dangerous disease:
And everyone,
how little soever conversant
in the practice of physic, thinks himself qualified to conduct the
patient thro' it with safety.
If a person complains of pain in his throat upon swallowing,
with the symptoms of a fever, nothing is thought more expedient,
or more frequently ordered, than bleeding, purging, and such
medicines as are daily observed to remove inflammations
in
general: And in simple inflammations this method is warranted
to by just, by reason and experience.
But a disease hath of late years appeard in this city, in many
of the neighbouring villages, and according to the best information (p, ii) I have been able to procure, in several other parts of
this nation; which, tho' it may be taken for a common sore
S8
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throat, or a simple inflammation of the tonsils, by those who are
unacquainted
with it, is of a very different nature from the
common one, and requires to be treated in as different a method:
For it has been found by experience, that those measures, which
seldom fail of answering the prescriber's
expectation
in this
case, frequently produce the most unhappy consequences in the
other, and render a disease almost certainly fatal, which of itself
is not often so, in this country.
Some instances of mistakes in this respect have not long since
fallen under my observation; and there is still a possibility of the
like happening,
as the same disorder continues amongst us:
It seems therefore necessary, that some endeavours should be
used to prevent them; and that such a description of the disease
should be made public, as might enable practitioners,
who have
not seen or known it, to distinguish it from that to which it
bears some resemblance; together with an account of the method
of treating it, which hath in general been attended with success.
There are several of the faculty, who, I readily acknowledge,
have it more in their (p. iii) power to give the public satisfaction
on this subject, than I have; but their constant engagements in
the duties of their profession, will probably hinder those who are
most equal to the task, from executing it so speedily as public
utility requires: Wherefore, as some information relative to it
seems immediately wanted in several places, the following, tho'
less perfect, will perhaps in the mean time be neither unacceptable, nor wholly useless.
If any thing in these sheets should appear, to those who may
be better acquainted with the subject, to be inaccurate, or premature; if some things of little weight should seem too largely
insisted on, whilst others of more consequence are neglected, this
apology will, I hope, be admitted; vis. that to have delayed the
publication of this essay, till it had received those advantages
that further observations might have added, would have frustrated my design; which was, to prevent, as much as possible,
the mistakes that might happen in relation to this disease, by
speedily communicating
the remarks, which the instances I
had seen had afforded.
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As this disease appears to be the same with that which raged
in Spain, Italy, and the neighbouring countries, somewhat more
(p, iv) than a century ago; it may not be improper, in the first
place, to give some account of it, from such of the authors who
then wrote upon it, as have come to my hands, previous to a
description of the same distemper, as it now appears in this
country.
'Tis said, that a similar, if not the same disease hath long been
in some of our American Colonies, and the West-India Islands;
but as I have met with no accounts of it from such as were
competent judges, it must be left to time, and further inquiries,
to determine the truth or falsity of the report.
London, Dec.
1748.
OF THE
As

I.

SORE

THROAT

IT ApPEARED

ATTENDED

IN SPAIN,

ITALY,

WITH
SICILY,

ULCERS
&c.

The disease which is called by the Spaniards Garrotillo-, by
the Italians, and other nations, Morbus strangulatorius,
Pestilens
Faucium Affectus, Epidemica Gutturis Lues, and by divers other
appellations>, is said to have appeared (p. 2) first in Spain about
the year 1610, to have spread from thence to Malta, Sicily,
Otranto, Apulia, Calabria, and the Campagnia, in the space of
a few years; and to have broke out at Naples in 1618, where it
continued upwards of 20 years ravaging the different parts of
the kingdoms.
It is not certainly known how much longer it remained in these
countries, or to what others it was communicated
at that time,
its declension being as obscure as the causes it sprung from.
• Ab Hispanis GarrotiIlo appeIlatur, ut eadem patiantur Angina laborantes, quae
facinorosi homines, cum injecto circa coIlum fune strangulantur.
Episr. R. Moreau ad
Th. Barth. Epist. Med, Cent. i. p. 336.
b Affectus
suffocatorius, Carbunculus angionosus, Phlegmone anginosa, Angina
pestilentialis, Epidemica Gutturis Lues, Morbus Gulae, Morbus Puerorum, Pestilc:ns ac
praefocans pueros abscessus, TonsiIlae pestilentes, 'A"x.1wT/ AO'Ilc:,aK~, Aphthae mahgn~e.
Passio anginosa, Laqueus Gutturis, &c. Vide Cortes. Miscel. Med, p. 696. Sevenn.
& Epist. Ren, Moreau ad Th. Barthol. de Laryngotomia.
C Severin. de recondita Abscessuum natur, p. 446.
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That it wholly disappeared in these parts, soon after the time
above-mentioned,
seems probable, from the silence of those
physicians, who have published their observations made in the
places, which had so severely felt the effects of this distemper.
Several writers, as Wieruse, Forrestus-, Ramazzini', and others,
take notice of epidemic affections of the throat, in some respects
resembling the disease here described; but a little attention to
- the symptoms of each, (p. 3) will, I think, discover an essential
difference between them.
The same I think may be said of the
sore throat and scarlet fever, which shewed itself at Edinburgh
in I733g•
Tournefort, in his Voyage to the Levant>, seems to have met
with this disease in the islands of the archipelago; at least so far
as one can judge from the imperfect description we have of it.
His account is as follows.
"When we were in this Island (Milo) there raged a terrible
distemper, not uncommon in the Levant: It carries off children
in twice 24 hours: It is a carbuncle or pi age-sore in the bottom
of the throat,. attended with a violent fever. This malady, which
may be called the child's plague, is epidemical, tho' it spares adult
people.
The best way to check the progress of it, is to vomit the
child the moment he is perceived to grow heavy-headed.
This
remedy must be repeated, according as there is occasion, in
order to evacuate a sort of Aqua fortis, that discharges itself on
the throat.
It is necessary to support the circulation of the
juices, and the (p. 4) strength of the patient, with spirituous
things: such as the Theriaca, Spri. vol. oleos. aromat. and the
like. The solution of Liquid styrax in brandy is an excellent
gargarism upon this occasion.
Tho' it is a case that requires
the greatest dispatch, the Levantines are seldom much in haste
in the cure of any disease."
This account does not disagree in general with that which has
d Joh. Wieri Observat, lib. vi. de Angina pestilenti Epidemica, Oper, p. 910.
• Pet. Forrest. Observat. lib. vi. de Febribus publice grassantibus, p. m. 150.
I Bern. Ramazzini Constitutiones
Epidem. Oper. p. 195, & seq.
& Medical essays, vol. iii, p. 26.
h Tournefort's
Voyage to the Levant, vol. I. p. 133.
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been left us of the Morbus strangulatorius;
only he is singular in
asserting it to arise from a kind of Aqua fortis discharged upon
the parts: But his favorite study had engrossed his attention, and
to this we must impute both the present mistake, and his want of
accuracy and precision too frequently, when he treats upon medical subjects.
When it first broke out in the countries above-mentioned,
it
soon engaged the physicians of those times, as well to observe its
nature, effects, and whatever might contribute
to its cure, as
to vindicate their respective systems and opinions; and out of
such of the tracts then published as I have had an opportunity
of perusing, the following account of it, as it appeared at that
time, has been collected.
(p, 5) Ludovicus Mercatus, physician to Philip II and III,
Kings of Spain, among his consultations,
published in Tome V
of his Works-, has one upon this diseases: He mentions it as a
calamity which had but newly appeared, and at that time affected
several provinces and cities of that kingdom: He has related
only one case; but, in commenting upon it, according to the
method of wri ting on diseases then in use, he takes notice of
several circumstances
relative to it, and makes some observations respecting the cure, which, tho' they seem to have been
neglected by many who succeeded him, experience hath since
shewn to be just; some of these will be pointed out in their
proper places: And, considering that he wrote very soon after the
distemper broke out, the approbation prefixed to this part of his
work being dated in 1612, they are a proof of his attention and
sagacity.
Johannes Andreas Sgambatus, a physician of Naples, published
a treatise upon this (p. 6) subject in 16201• He gives us a methodical and pretty exact history of the symptoms, and method of
• D. Ludovici Mercati, Medici a cubiculo Philippi III. Hispaniarum-Regis,
&c.
Oper. Tom. 5. Francof. 1614.
b De Faucium et Gutturis anginosis et lethalibus Ulceribus.
Consultatio xxiv. p. 137.
iDe pestilente faucium affectu Neapoli faeviente, opusculum, auctore jo. Andrea
Sgambato, philosopho ac medico Neapolitano, et academico otioso, Neapoli excudebat
Tarquinius Longus, 1620, in 4to.
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cure both general and topical, together with a summary view
of the disputes, which at that time were managed with sufficient
heat and acrimony, in relation to its name, cause, and nature;
about which they were as much divided as they were about the
method of cure; each party appealing to Hippocrates,
Galen,
Avicenna, &c. for the support of their opinions concerning a
disease, which it is not certain that those whom they appeal to
ever saw.
Johannes BaptistaCortesiu,
in his Miscellanea medicas, takes
notice of this disease, and describes its principal symptoms, in a
letter to Jo. Anton. Anguilloni, physician in chief to the Maltese
Gallies.
He considers it indeed as a different distemper from
that which infested Naples, and other parts of Italy; tho', from
his own account of it, there appears little (p. 7) reason to question
its being the same. He seems to have been led into this mistake,
by considering the disease he treats of, as contagious only in a
certain limited sense, whilst the Italians, as some of the Spaniards
had also done, declared theirs to be pestilential and contagious
without restriction.
He allows, that the breath of a person
affected might convey the contagious effiuvia to another near at
hand; and gives an instance of one who got the disease, and died
of it, by trying, at his friend's request, who then laboured under
this disease, if his breath was affected': for from this circumstance
they guessed at the degree of danger attending them.
(p. 8) In 1636, Aetius Cletus, of Signia in Italy, published his
k Joannis Baptistae Cortesii, medici ac philosophi, in Messanensi academia praxim
ordinariam e prima sede interpretantis, Miscellaneorum Medicinalium Decades Denae.
Messanae 1625, in fol.
1 Divi Francisci Custos, vir doctrina et moribus insignis, hac lue obsessus, tonsillas
solum modo et gargareonem inllammatione laesa habebat, et continuo querebatur se
percipere in ore faetorem quendam; et ut hac de re certior redderetur, ad se vocavit
baccalaurem quendam sibi amicissimum, qui maximo affectu affistebat, rogavitque ut
vellet olfacere, percipereque naribus, an verum effet talern faetorem emittere, an ab ejus
imaginatione prodiret: olfecit baccalaureus me (sci!. Cortesio) praesente, et multis aliis,
at statim non multis elapsis hors decubuit sola faucium et glandularum inllammatione
vexatus, absque aliqua manifesta corruptione partium, omnibusque praesidiis ex arte
facris, quarto die suffocatus periit; et tamen Custodem non tetigerat, sed solo olfactu
aerem ab ore prodeuntem naribus traxerat: quare ab hujusmodi exemplo veni in senten,
tiam hunc morbum non esse absque aliqua contagione. Cort. Miscel. p. 698.
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Treatise De morbo strangulatorio».
He mentions some facts
relating to it, that had escaped Sgambatus and Cortesius, which
will be taken notice of hereafter.
Marcus Aurelius Severinus, Professor of Anatomy and Surgery,
and Physician to the Hospital of Incurables at Naples, wrote a
dissertation upon this disease, under the title of Paedanchone
Loimodes, seu de pestilente ac praefocante Pueros Abscessu; and
annexed it to the second edition of his book De recondita Abscessuum Natura, which was printed in 1643°. From a person of his
'capacity, and furnished with the best opportunities of seeing the
disease in every stage and condition, we might reasonably have
expected such observations as would enable one to form a just
idea of this distemper, but we meet with little of this kind in his
performance.
He has indeed mentioned some circumstances
relating (p. 9) to its history, not taken notice of by the other
writers I have seen, and his method of cure is different from the
rest; but he refers us to others for an account of the symptoms,
and contents himself with reciting and commenting
upon
Aretaeus's description of the Ulcera Syriaca, which he takes for
granted to be the same with the disease which at that time
infested Naples.
One might justly expect some curious observations upon this
disease, from a person so well qualified for it as Thomas Bartholine: He was in Italy whilst it raged there, and it might be supposed, would be attentive to the minutest circumstance relating
to it, and be inquisitive enough to know what men of character
had said upon it. But the treatise which he wrote upon this
disease, and published in 1646-, contains so little to the purpose,
that it is difficult to conceive for what end it was wrote, unless
m De morbo strangulatorio,
opus Aetii Cleti Signini, doctoris medici et philosophi.
Romae 1636. 8vo.
n De
recondita abscessuum natura, libri 8. Marci Aurelii Severini Tharsiensis,
philosophi et medici, regio in gymnasia Neapolitano ana tomes et chirurgiae professoris.
Editio secunda, Francofurti ad Maenum 1643. And again printed with Bartholine's
Exercitationes, as a Commentary upon it, with Villani's Therapeuta Neapolitanus, seu
veni mecum Consulter. Neapoli 1653.
• Thomae Bartholini de Angini Puerorum Campaniae Siciliaeque epidemica exercitationes, Lut, Parisior, 1646.
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Severin us, which

he does

very

Iiaberally.>
In his partibus (scil. faucibus) ex humoris virulenti affiuxu
gignuntur carbuncolasae inflammationes, quae pestis dirae, aut
veneni promptissimi instar, contagio quodam, pueros et adultos
corripiunt; et saevis maleficentissimisque stipatae symptomatis
citissimam necem inferre solent.
Malum in Hispania non multis
abhinc annis frequens, vulgus medicorum Hispano sermone
Garrotillo nuncupat; de cujus essentia, periculo, brevi tate, et
complicatione ustivi et ulcerosi tumoris, ac deleteria corruptione,
laconice dicam. Hoc fuit pressus biennis infans, sanguineus et
obesus. Primo die ex catarrhosa defluxione in suffocationem
pene incurrit, difficulter respirabat, et lac deglutiebat, et febri
acuta affectus, nee plorare poterat.
In parte gutturis dextra
externa glandulosus apparuit tumor cum dolore multo.
Secundo
die intra fauces ulcus visum est ad nigrum vergens, quod putrilago
et mollities multa comitabantur; at ab ore faetor horribilis prodibat, magnum certe corruption is completae indicium.
Tertio die
nullis adjutus auxiliis strangulatus est extinctus.
De praxi medic.
admiranda, lib. i. observ. 90.
(p. 10) According to the accounts which have been left us by
these authors, it appears, that the disease which they describe
was extremely malignant, and most particularly fatal to children;
tho' adults, if they were much conversant about the sick, were
very often seized with it; yet more of these recovered in proportion than of children; and it was observed, that more boys got
well through the disease than girls: Some thought, that such of
this sex as had black eyes suffered more from it than others.
(p. I I) As it was sometimes observed to carry off whole families
together, and to spread to those places first, between which and
the countries affected by it the communication was most frequent;
and also that children, sent away from the towns where it raged,
in order to avoid it, escaped whilst they were kept at a distance,
. b Zacutus Lusitanus also mentions this disease, and relates an unhappy instance of
its effects in the following terms.
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but had it on their return, if the disease was not extinguished; it
was almost universally allowed to be contagious.s
Those who were seized with it, first complained of a pain or
soreness in the throat, with a stiffness of the neck, an uneasiness
on moving it, as if a cord was twisted about it, a difficulty in
swallowing, and frequently in breathing also, with a disagreeable
fetid smell and taste.
On inspection, the uvula, the tonsils,
pharynx, and the whole fauces, appeared of a remarkably florid
red colour, like that attending an erysipelas: This colour was not
uniformly intense, but some parts seemed to be of a deeper dye
than others.
The parts above-mentioned
were swelled more or
less, tho' not always so much as to affect respiration,
as in a
common angma.
(p. 12) If the attack was violent, they had an extreme difficulty in breathing, and also in swallowing; with a kind of compressive pain and straitness of the breast and back, a redness of
the whole face and neck, great heat of all the parts affected,
depravation of the voice, an unquenchable thirst, and the patient
seemingly in danger of being choakeds.
In some, the swelling
and ulcers of the fauces were apparent upon looking into the
mouth; in others, nothing could be seen, but a most offensive
putrid smell was perceivable.
A fever came on with the other
symptoms, and was frequently accompanied with small pimples
and eruptions like flea-bites.
In very bad cases, this fever,
which Mericatus calls a most malignant oner, did not always discover its violence or malignity at first; but it was not the less
formidable on this account."
(p. 13) On the same day, or the day following, such parts of
o Quod ad contagium
attinet, hoc communi omnium consensu atque experimento
evincitur, Severin. p. 442.
q •••
difficultas respirandi, et non raro deglutitiendi, cum pectoris et dorsi dolore ac
veluti compressione suffocante, simul cum pestilenti odore, et vehementi harum omnium
partium ardore, et rubore totius oris et colli, cum vocis et loquelae vi tio, ac linguae extractione, et siti incompescibili. Mercat. Consult. p. 136.
r Maxime ob malignissimam
febrem, quam plerumque sibi adjunctam habet, &c.
Consult. p. 136.
• ... nee multum, fidere oportet, si febris mox non appareat aut succrescat, nam saepe
citius suffocat affectio, quam causa succendatur; ac non raro malignitas humoris corrumpit
spiritus et mortem accelerat, sine eo quod febris succendatur.
Mercat. Consult. p. 137.
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the fauces as at first seemed to be of a deeper colour than the
rest, turned white, ash-coloured, or black; this was not occasioned
by any crust or matter superinduced upon the parts, but proceeded from a gangrenous colliquation of them, the substance
itself being mortified.
The voice was hoarse and obscure; not as in a common cold,
but as it is in those people who have venereal ulcers in the throat:
So that, from this circumstance alone, some were able to guess
at the disease.'
The neck and throat soon after began to swell externally; the
tumour was of a soft aedematous kind, and increased in magnitude as the disease advanced.
All the symptoms were aggravated
during the night.
If the patients had any interval of quiet, it
was commonly in the day-time.»
About the fourth day this
tumour was generally grown very large, and the white places
in the fauces began to turn black; a putrid corrosive sanies was
discharged by the mouth and nostrils ;» the breath grew extremely
offensive; (p. 14) respiration, if hitherto not much affected, now
became difficult, and the patient expired in a very short time.
Tho' this was the common progress of the disease, where it
terminated unhappily, yet it often varied from this type, and was
attended with very different symptoms.
Some had an extreme
difficulty of breathing almost from the first; some had a violent
cough; some were comatous; others had a delirium; some died
in a lethargic stupor; others bled to death at the nose; whilst
others again had none of these symptoms, but were carried off
suddenly by an instantaneous
suffocation.
The oesaphagus in
some was sphacelated
to the stomach; the Aspera arteria, in
others, to the lungs: As these could only breath in an erect position; so those could swallow nothing when the parts were so
Severin. p. 442•
Sgambat,
Quibus etima accedit sublimis respiratio et alta ac spirituum revulsio, cum maxima
pinna rum nasi distentione,-saniei
per os et nares excretio, variis ulcerium coloribus er
intensissimo faetore nauseam plerumque movente cum sordida excretione. In aliquibus
vero extra, prope cervicem, et infra mentum glandulae apparent, pestiferi morbi naturam
redolentes, et universa cervix, et collum intumescunt, et fauces cum rubore saturate,
instar laqueo suffocatorum. Mere, Consult. p. 136.
t
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affected.
The nostrils discharged
a fetid ichor, sometimes
mixed with blood; and sometimes blood alone, without mixture.
This bleeding at the nose seemed at first, in one case, to give relief;
but the patient soon after died>
Mercatus (p. 15) relates an
instance of a child that had the disease, in which the acrimony
of the humour discharged from the ulcers was so great as to inflame the nurse's breast, and brought on a mortification.
He also
.tells us, that the father of the child whose case is described above,
having frequently put his finger in the child's mouth, to draw out
the viscid phlegm, had his finger inflamed, and was seized with
the same distemper.r
These were the symptoms in general, and they judged of the
event by the mildness of their progress, or the contrary: Tho'
it was agreed, that nothing could be more fallacious than this
disease; and that the most experienced were often deceived in
their prognostic.
If the redness of the fauces above described, which appeared
at the first being seized, was succeeded by an ulceration, without
any of that whiteness (which for the future I shall call sloughs),
if the swelling about the neck and throat was not (p, 16) large,
if the patient discharged by the mouth considerable quantities
of thin pituitous matter, if the breath was not fetid, and the
patient had no disgust to his food, if the eyes retained their
proper lustre, all was judged to be secure.
On the other hand, if this lustre was in any degree faded-, if
the external oedematous tumour was very large, if the breath
stunk, if the fauces were livid or black, with a coma or delirium,
if with these the patient had an aversion to his nourishment.rand
his breathing
became difficult or laborious,
the danger was
judged to be extreme.

It was not observed that the disease had any stated CrISIS;
or that the signs of recovery, or death, appeared on any certain
day. Some died on the first, others on the second, third, and
on every day, to the seventh; tho' the greatest part died before
the fourth.s
Those who survived the fourteenth, were thought
to be out of danger, at least from the disease itself;" though some
dropped off (p. 17) unexpectedly, after a much longer reprieve.s
The consequences of this disease were often felt a long time
after it had ceased: An excessive languor and weakness continued
for many months; and the voice or deglutition was frequently
affected, so as to be perceivable in some almost a year after.s
It was however observed, that notwithstanding
the disease
most frequently was accompanied with symptoms of pestilential
malignity, yet it sometimes appeared with a much more favourable aspect; its progress not being so quick, nor its symptoms so
violent and dangerous, as hath here been described to be the
case in general.e
At its first breaking out in any place it was
commonly the most severe; it then spared no age or sex, but swept
off adults together with infants i' By degrees it became less
violent, and at length either wholly disappeared, or was of so
little consequence as to be disregarded.
(p. 18) We are directed, by most of the authors I have seen, to
begin the cure of this distemper, whenever we are called in
time, with evacuations;
the chief whereof are bleeding and
purging: Which of the two ought to precede was not a little
disputed; but it was on all hands agreed, that unless these remedies were very early applied, as they were principally useful by
way of revulsion, they were not only of no advantage
to the

Severin. p. 440.
y ..• erat quidem dira humoris conditio adeo perniciosa, efficax et contagiosa, quod
digitum patris indicem, quo extrahebat eum succum ob ore filii, mordicaret, et in ruborem
moveret cum dolore: tandem mox pater conquerebatur de difficultate respirandi et deglutiendi cum dolore et tumore faucium, ac saturato colore, et glandulis extra apparentibus
juxta mentum. Ex qui bus secundo die halitum prave olentem expirabat; ita ut jure
optimo possis colligere, contagio filii patrem fuisse affectum. Mercat. Cons. p. 139.
• Hoc unum salutis est indicium vel interitus: dum oculorum nitor adservatur, salutis
spes semper adeft; quo tempore hie deperiit, in propinquo mors est. Aetii Cleti Op.

• ••• indies magis ac magis haec accidentia erescunt, donee brevissimo tempore laborantium majorem partem perimat idque non raro intra quartum diem. Mere. p. 137.
b Aetii Cleti Op. de Morbo Strangulatorio.
• Quinimo post xxx dies, et xl. jam praerepti morbi furoribus, praeter omnium
opinionem ex improviso sunt extineti. Adeo scil. latitans et recondita veneni vis est.
Severin. p. 440.
d Aet. Clet,
e Servin .
f •••
ut pestis more in citissimam mortem pueros adultos dedueat. Mere. Consult.
p. 135·
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patient, but highly injurious.s
An observation of this kind, we
are told», induced several physicians to omit bleeding intirely;
and it was, probably, the reason why those who were friends to
venesection directed it more sparingly in this, than in most other
(p. 19) acute diseases'.
Severinus, who was by no means a timid
operator, orders from four to eight ounces to be taken away;
which, considering the common practice in those countries, is a
very small quantity)
Some not only gave the precedence to purging, but imagined
it alone was sufficient; alledging, as a reason for it, that some
children had recovered, where this evacuation
only had been
employed; whilst bleeding had been injurious, by lessening the
strength.s
Purging was however commonly allowed the second
place, by those who were advocates for bleeding, (p. 20) but under
the. like restrictions.'
They generally made use of manna,
rhubarb, senna, tamarinds, syrup of roses, and the like, for this
g •••
disputare coepimus de sanguine extrahendo: siquidem non defuerunt medici,
qui id renuerent: caeterum unamimi consulentium consensu, primo die sanguinem misi,
mus, cruribus scarificatis, et mox octava noctis hora brachiis, aut si ultra duos annos
suerit natus, ex vena brachii: in hoc malo plurimum vereri oportet, vires plurimum dejicere. Mercar.
Brevissime secandam esse venam in hoc confitentur omnes. P. Mich. de Heredia de
Morb. acut, p. 101.
h Circa quod praesidium (venaesecrionern) in pueris exequendum, consulo ne differatur,
quia ejus occasio solum est, antequam fluxio in partibus contenta ad putredinem commigrer, Nam tunc temporis, si sanguinem suderis, summopere laedes, quae causa fuit
quod multi medicorum, viso hoc damno renuerint sanguinem mittere. Mercat, Consult.
p. 138.
j In hoc sacro igne non mittendus
est sanguis in ea quantitate ac in angina exquisira,
-Placuit quibusdam in hoc morbo secare venas sub lingua; alii admoverunt hirudines
collo: mihi nulla istarum evacuationum unquam probari potuit. Nam cum tumor superveniens ex sanguine non oritur, frustra adhibentur ea auxilia quae ad sanguinem ex parte
affecta evacuandum excogitata fuerunt. Sgambat. de Pest. Faucium Affect.
Esse vero efficiendasparcas missiones in quantitate, dum revellere intendimus, docuit
antiquitas.-Quod
praeceptum magis observandum in morbo praesenti, in quo nimis
timemus virium jacturam,
Copiosa enim sanguinis missio, praeterquam quod minus
proprie revellit, dejicit vires. P. M. de Heredia, ubi supra.
j Severin, ubi supra.
k ••• hoc solo praesidio aliquando visum fuit, pueris ad integram sanitatem recuperandam sufficere, sicut aliis sanguine detracto, vires plurimum fuisse dejectas,
Mere.
cons. p. 138.
I Quod evacuandum morbus exposcit, evacuetur brevissime.
Idem, p. 102.
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purpose.
But it was always inculcated, that, in directing these
evacuations, the patient's strength was especially to be regarded;
since whatever diminished this, in the end was undoubtedly prej.
udicial.»
Severinus orders an antimonial vomit to be given at the first
attack, and a cooling gently astringent gargle to be used night and
day. He then directs a clyster, takes away some blood from
_the jugular, and gives from xv to xxi grains of bezoar mineral
twice a day, or oftener, as occasion requires, with thin duluting
liquors, in order to raise and promote a moderate sweat.
He
gives five or six grains of the same medicine to children at the
breast, and commends it highly.
He scarifies the discoloured
parts in the fauces, in order to let out the corrosive virus; a
practice, which, though it was recommended by the Spaniards»,
(p. 21) was disliked by some of the most eminent Italians."
Cupping, with scarification,
was universally
approved, and
commonly practised.
Leeches were also applied, by way of
revulsion, to different parts.
Considerable benefit was expected from ligatures made on the
extremities, and from chafing the limbs with the hand, or a cloth;
also from cupping without scarification;
apprehending
that a
revulsion from the parts affected was by this means procured;
and that some portion of the morbific matter was carried off by
the pores of the skin.
Some of the Spanish physicians recommended vesicatories of
cantharides, and other acrid caustic substances, to be laid on each
side the neck; but they had not the same opinion of their usefulness, when applied to the back or shoulders: Heredia expressly
tells us, that he had seldom found any benefit from them>: Neither
do the Italian physicians seem to have been fond of them; the
m •••
in morbis malignis breviter destruentibus vires, et poscentibus simul robur
animalis virtu tis ad sui sanationem, multum evacuare non licet. Heredia, p. 102.
n Si vero malum non mitescat,
sed gravius affiigat partern, quod constabit ex jucido
aut nigro colore, vel ex nimia mollitudine-cum
intolerabili faetore, scarificabitur prcifunde, prout par tis natura tulerit, Heredia, p. 105.
"Cort. MisceI. p. 697.
.
P Multi etiam vesicatoria
consulunt spatulis applicata,-Quod
auxilium parum prodesse semper vidi, Heredia, p. 108.
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progress of the disease was, in their opinion, too swift to admit
of any (p. 22) relief from either caustics or vesicatories,s both
which had been made use of in Spain.r
To moderate the continual and maligant fever, which accompanied this disease from the first, and which was thought by
some to be only symptomatical,
and had therefore the last place
in their consideration,' they had recourse to such internal medicines as were deemed coridal and alexipharmac.
Armenian
Bole, Bezoar both animal and mineral, and according the philosophy of those times, the precious stones, were reckoned of this
class. Of vegetable products,
the juices of citrons, lemons,
oranges, pomegranates,
and sorrel; vinegar, the juice and decoctions of borage, bugloss, carduus benedictus, endive, scabious,
scorzonera, scordium, with many others of the like nature, were
recommended.
But a decoction of the contrayerva
root was in
the highest esteem, both for its great use as an alexipharmac in
general in this disease, and its particular efficacy, when applied
as a gargle to the throat; of which Mercatus,
from his own
repeated observations, gives a very ample testimony.'
(p. 23) But as they found from experience, that no regular
crisis or concoction of the humours was to be waited for; that
no evacuations, except by way of revulsion, after the access, were
of use-, they began to consider the disease as local, a peculi~r:
morbid affection of the fauces, and applied themselves chiefly
to topics, without laying much stress on internals.
In this part of their directions they have therefore been more
explicit; and some of them, in order to point out their applications
with more propriety, have divided the course of this disease into
four different periods."
Sgarnbat.
r Heredia, ubi supra.
• Febris etiam continua statim in initio apparet, symptomica quidem. Idem, p. 97·
t Hoc unum observantissimum
habeo, nimirum omnes oris et gutturis collutiones
efficere supra decoctum ejus celeberrimi medicamenti, quod medici Hispani Contrayerva
noncupant, maxime si mucosa et viseida pituita abundaverit.
Mercat. Consult. p. 138.
u •••
Experimento monstratur, quamcunque evacuationem per alvum, aut sudorem
inutilem esse et noeivam, quia cum non profit, necessario debilitat, Hered. p. 100.
v Cortes. Miscel. p. 703.
"Sgambat. de Affectu Faueium pestilente.
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The first they called the state of inflammation.
In this mild
repellents were thought necessary; such as vinegar in barleywater, juice of pomegranate, syrup of roses, mulberries, purslaim,
or a decoction of barley, red roses, liquorice, and plantain; to
two pounds of which were added Acet. Ros. iss. Syr. (p. 24)
Diamor. ~ i. My. If it was required yet more repellent, a small
quantity of alum was added.
The second stage is that wherein the white sloughs begin to
appear, which is a step towards a gangrenous colliquation.
In
this they ordered mild abstergents and antiputrescents;
such as a
decoction of lupins, beans, vetches, with honey of roses."
The third is, when the ulcers appear foul and sordid, and begin
to look black, a real mortification
being come on, sometimes
penetrating
to a considerable depth, with great putrefaction.
More powerful astringents and exsiccants were requisite in this
case; such as powder of myrrh, and a little alum mixed with
honey, or honey of roses Bole dissolved in treacle-water, a solution
of Unguent. Aegyptiacum in barley-water was also much in use,»
alum, sulphur, copperas, verdigrise, oil of vitriol, oil of sulphur,
spirit of salt alone, or mixed, or diluted in different liquors, were
much employed.
In this case, sometimes the acid (p. 25) were
dextrously applied to the parts affected by means of an armed
probe; but they were oftener diluted with syrup or honey of roses,
and in children poured into the mouth.
Tho' many had recourse to these powerful remedies, and even
to arsenic itself, yet the most experienced were justly afraid, that
the use of such caustic and acrimonious applications was often
attended with pernicious consequences,
both to children and
adults; and they are therefore, with great reason, condemned by
Mercatus.>

q

Y Heredia, p. 105 •
• Item ibid.
• Celebris utilissimaque est unguenti Aegyptiaci lotura: sumuntur quidem 5 ij. et infunduntur in :5 ij. aquae hordei, plantaginis, vel seri lactis: post infusionem percolatur per
linteum, et colatura tangitur ulcus. Idem ibid.
b Ego quidem arbitror, plures pueros interfecisse usum harum medicamentarum,
quae
caustica sunt, quam affectionem ipsam. Mere. Consult. p. 139·
· .. compertum habuimus in hoc viro, et ali is laborantibus, haec caustica inflarnma.
tiane et ulceri summopere esse nocua: suppurantia corruptioni. Id. p. 40.
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Nevertheless some went so far as to advise the actual cautery,
if the potential ones did not succeed, and give directions for the
time and manner of their applications;" but as this operation will
be liable to all the objections made to the former, to have mentioned it will, I imagine be thought sufficient.
Tho' the author last quoted advises us to scarify the black or
livid crusts or sloughs, yet he gives us a caution not to tear them
off, or forcibly separate them, as the consequences (p. 26) would
be an increase of pain, and inflammation; whence the ulcers would
spread, and at the same time eat deeper.s
In the fourth stage the putrefaction
is supposed to be extinguished, the mortified parts cast off, and an ulcer only remains.
In this case, the fume of white amber thrown on live coals, and
received into the mouth, as a suffitus, was advised; also the vinum
myrrhites, a decoction of guaiacum, roses, balaustines,
pomegranate-peels, by way of gargle; medicines that were supposed to
dry with some degree of astringency.
Such was the appearance of this disease at its first being taken
notice of in Europe; and such, as far as I can collect, the methods
of cure pursued by the authors above-mentioned.
The disease which is described in the following pages, appears
to be the same with the Angina maligna, or strangulatory
affection of the fauces of these writers, and seems only to differ from
that in degree; in which, as it is much more favourable and mild
with us in general, than it was in the countries where they practised, we have greatly the advantage.
OF THE SORE THROAT ATTENDED
WITH ULCERS:
IT HAS APPEARED
IN THIS CITY,
AND PARTS ADJACENT.

AS

According to the information
I have received from several
eminent persons of the faculty, it was in the year 1739, that a
disease was first taken notice of, which was thought to be the
Morbus strangulatorious,
already described, and which differed
in no essential circumstance,
as far as I can learn, from the
distemper which is the subject of this treatise.
• Heredia, p. 106.
d Idem p. 109.

!
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The sudden death of two children in a family of distinction, and
of some others near the same part of the town, whose complaints
had chiefly been of a sore throat, seem to have occasioned this
suspicion: But as very few cases of the like nature occurred after
these, or, if they happened, passed unobserved, little mention
was made of it during several years.
(p. 28) It began however to shew itself again in 1742, but not
.in so general a way as to render it the subject of much public
discourse; for tho' such of the faculty, as were in the most extensive practice, met with it now-and-then,
in the city especially,
it remained unknown to the greatest part of practitioners,
till
within these two or three years, in which time its appearance hath
been more frequent, both in town, and the villages adjacent.
In the winter of 1746, so many children died, and so suddenly,
at Bromley near Bow in Middlesex, of a disease that seemed to
yield to no remedies or applications, that the inhabitants
were
greatly alarmed by it; some losing all, and others the greater
part of their children, after a few days indisposition.
Some
others of the neighbouring places were affected at the same time
with the like disease; which, from all the accounts I have met
with, from those who attended the sick, was that here treated of.
I am informed likewise that it raged at Greenwich about the
same time,"
I t still continues in this city, and sometimes shews itself in
the villages about it, though at present with so mild an aspect,
as seldom to prove fatal; unless the subject is very unfavourable,
or the disease hath been neglected, or improperly treated at the
beginning; which circumstances,
tho' of some importance in all
cases, yet are of the utmost in this; as a wrong step at the first
may put it out of the power of art to afford relief.
Tho' this disease has now been amongst us several years, and
• The reader may be pleased to take notice, that the facts contained in the following
narrative, where the contrary is not expressly mentioned, have all come under the author's
observation, who has endeavoured to relate what he has seen, and only what he has seen,
in such a manner as he thought would best contribute to public advantage. It may also
be necessary to observe, that the disease is described, as it appeared in 1747 and 1748,
that if the symptoms should hereafter vary in any circumstance, the diversity may be
attributed to the nature of the distemper, and not imputed to design or inattention .
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has consequently
survived the different seasons, and all the
variety of weather to which we are exposed, yet it seems to shew
itself most frequently in autumn and the beginning of winter;
at least I have met with many more cases from September to
December inclusive, than in all the other months together.
It may likewise be remarked, that the summers of 1747 and
1748 were dry, with some days in each uncommonly hot, for (p.
30) this climate; the mercury in Fahrenheit's
thermometer rising
in the shade, and within-doors, one day to 78, and during several
to 75 and 6. The autumns of the same years were as unusually
temperate and warm; the wind continuing longer in the southerly
points than has often been known at this season.
In this country, as well as in those where the Angina maligna
was first taken notice of, children and young people are more
exposed to it than adults: A greater number of girls have it than
boys; more women than men; and the infirm of either sex are
more liable to have the disease, and to suffer from it, than the
healthy and vigorous.
I have seen very few grown people of
this class who had it, and not one who died of it.
If it breaks out in a family, all the children are commonly
affected with it, if the healthy are not kept apart from the sick;
and such adults as are frequently with them, and receive their
breath near at hand, often undergo the same disease.
It generally comes on with such a giddiness of the head, as
often precedes fainting, and a chilness or shivering like that of an
ague-fit: This is soon followed by great heat; and these interchangeably succeed each other during some hours, till at length
the heat (p. 31) becomes constant and intense.
The patient
then complains of an acute pain in the head, of heat and soreness,
rather than pain, in the throat, stiffness of the neck, commonly
of great sickness, with vomiting, purging, or both.s The face
soon after looks red and swelled, the eyes inflamed and water,
as in the measles; with restlessness, anxiety, and faintness.
b The vomiting and purging were but seldom observed to accompany this disease, at
its first appearance amongst us, as I have been informed by some physicians of eminence,
who saw it early; but it is generally agreed, that these symptoms almost constantly attended, in the manner here described, during the years 1747 and 1748, the time in which
these observations were collected: And I have found, that within these three months, the
above mentioned symptoms have not so regularly appeared as before.
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This disease frequently seizes the patient in the fore part of
the day: As night approaches, the heat and restlessness increase,
till towards morning; when, after a short disturbed slumber (the
only repose they often have during several nights), a sweat breaks
out; which mitigates the heat and restlessness, and gives the
disease sometimes the appearance of an intermittent.
If the mouth and throat be examined soon after the first attack,
- the uvula and tonsils appear swelled; and these parts, together
(p. 32) with the velum pendulum palati, the cheeks on each side
near the entrance into the fauces, and as much of them and the
pharynx behind as can be seen, appear of a florid red colour.
This colour is commonly most observable on the posterior edge
of the palate, in the angles above the tonsils, and upon the tonsils
themselves.
Instead of this redness, a broad spot or patch, of an
irregular figure, and of a pale white colour, is sometimes to be
seen, surrounded with a florid red; which whitness commonly
appears like that of the gums immediately
after having been
pressed with the finger, or as if matter ready to be discharged
was contained underneath.
Generally on the second day of the disease, the face, neck,
breast, and hands to the finger ends, are become of a deep erysipelatous colour, with a sensible tumefaction;
the fingers are
frequently tinged in so remarkable a manner, that, from seeing
them only, it has not been difficult to guess at the disease.
A great number of small pimples, of a colour distinguishably
more intense than that which surrounds them, appear on the
arms, and other parts.
They are larger, and more prominent in
those subjects, and in those parts of the same subject, where the
redness is least intense; which is generally on (p. 33) the arms,
the breast, and lower extrernities.s
As the skin acquires this colour, the sickness commonly goes off,
the vomiting and purging cease of themselves, and rarely continue
after the first day.
The appearance in the fauces continues to be the same; except
• The redness and eruption have not accompanied this disease so regularly, during
the latter part of this winter, as they did in the preceding seasons: In some cases they did
not appear at all; in others not till the third or fourth day; and, as I have heard, in some
not till the fifth, and even later.
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that the white places become of a more opake white; and it is now
discoverable, that what at first might have been taken for the
superficial covering of a suppurated
tumor, is really a slough,
concealing an ulcer of the same dimensions.
All the parts of the fauces above-mentioned
are liable to these
ulcerations; but they generally are first discernible in the angles
above the tonsils, or on the tonsils themselves; though they are
often to be seen in the arch formed by the uvula, and one of the
tonsils; also on the pharynx behind, on the inside of the cheeks,
and the base of the tongue, which they (p, 34) cover in the manner of a thick fur. Instead of these sloughs, where the disorder
is mild, a superficial ulcer, of an irregular figure, appears in one
or more of these parts, scarce to be distinguished from the sound,
but by the inequality of surface they occasion.
The parotid glands» on each side commonly swell, grow hard,
and are painful to the touch; if the disease is violent, the neck
and throat are surrounded
with a large oedematous
tumor,
sometimes extending itself to the breast; which, by straitening
the fauces, increases the danger.
Towards night, the heat and restlessness
increase, and a
delirium frequently comes on. This symptom, which appears
in some even on the first night, seems to differ considerably from
the like affection in other diseases.
They commonly answer the
questions put to them properly, but with an unusual quickness;
they talk to themselves incoherently when left alone, and frequently betray the first tendency to this disorder, (p. 35) by
affecting too great a composure: This for the most part happens
to those who sleep but little; for some are comatous and stupid,
and take little notice of anything that passes.
In this manner they continue during two, three, or more days;
they commonly grow hot and restless towards evening: Which
symptoms and the delirium increase as night comes on; a sweat
more or less profuse breaks out towards morning; and from this
Heredia takes notice of the same symptom, and assigns a very probable reason for
it.-In Angina maligna non tument externa, quia in illas ex externis translata materia
fuerit, sed quia ita adimplentur interna, ut materiam fluentem non capiant, et sic ad
externa dilabitur, Heredia, p. 99.
b
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time they are easier during some hours; a faintness only continuing, of which they frequently complain more than of the
rest of their sufferings.
The disease seems to have no stated period which can properly
be called its 'A1Jf..L~ or Height.
Some grow easier than the first
day of the attack; but, in general, the symptoms of recovery
appear on the third, fourth, or fifth day, and proceed in the
.following manner:
First, the redness of the skin disappears; the heat grows less;
the pulse, which was hitherto very quick, becomes slower; the
external swellings of the neck subside;- the (p. 36) sloughs in the
fauces cast off; the ulcerations fill up; the patient sleeps without
confusion, is composed when awake, and his appetite begins to
return towards more solid nourishment,
than has hitherto been
allowed him.
The pulse, during the whole course of this disease, is generally
very quick; frequently 120 strokes or more in a minute: In some
it is hard and small; in others soft and full; but without that
strength and firmness which usually accompany equal quickness
and heat in genuine inflammatory disorders.
If a vein is opened soon after the distemper is come on, the
blood generally appears of a fresh florid red; the Crassamentum is,
rather of a lax gelatinous texture, than dense or compact; the
serum yellow, and in a large proportion.s
The urine is at first crude, and of a pale whey-colour: As the
disease advances, it turns yellower, as if bile was diluted in it;
and soon after the patient shews any marks of recovery, it commonly grows turbid, and deposits a farinaceous sediment.
They seldom have any stools, if the symptoms are favourable,
from the time when (p. 37) the purging, which generally attends
the accession, ceases. This discharge is frequently bilious, and
without any pain: Tho' these evacuations differ in different habits.
• At least, of all the parts about the neck, except the parotids themselves; which
sometimes continue swelled and hard a long time after the other symptoms abate, and at
length suppurate.
d But it is often fizy when the disease has continued two or three days; and in some
instances which lately occurred, it was so, soon after the first attack.
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They complain of thirst commonly less in this than in other
acute diseases.
The tongue is generally moist, and not often
furred: In some nevertheless it is covered with a thick white
coat or fur, and those who are so affected, often complain of
soreness about the root of the tongue.
The uvula and tonsils, tho' they are sometimes so much
swelled, as to leave but a very narrow entrance into the gullet,
and this entrance frequently surrounded with ulcers or sloughs;
yet the patients often swallow with less difficulty and pain
than mizht be expected under such circumstances."
They bfrequently complain, soon after they are taken ill, of an
offensive putrid smell, affecting their throats and nostrils, which
oft occasions sickness before any ulcerations appear.
In those who have this disease in a severe manner, the inside
of the nostrils, as high up as can be seen, frequently appears of a
(p, 38) deep red, or almost livid colour: After a day or two, a thin
corrosive sanies, or with it a white putrid matter of a thicker
consistence, flows from them, which is so acrid, as to excoriate
the part it lies upon any considerable time. This is al.most
observable in children, or in young and very tender subjects,
whose lips likewise are frequently of the colour above-mentioned,
and covered on the inside with vesicles containing a thin ichor,
which excoriates the angles of their mouths, and the cheeks where

..

it touches them.
I t is probable, that part of the same acrid matter passes with the
nourishment into the stomach; especially in children; and it is
perhaps owing to this cause in pa-rt, that they suffer much more
from this distemper than adults; this corrosive fluid without
doubt producing the same effects on the stomach and bowels,
as it does when applied to the much less sensible skin of the face;
i.e. it excoriates the parts it touches; which in fact seems to be the
case: For, if they get over the disease, a purging sometimes succeeds it, attended
with the symptoms of ulcerations
in the
bowels; and after enduring great pain and misery, perhaps some
weeks, they at length die emaciated: I have been informed, that
• I have seen a few cases, where these glands were so enlarged, as to force back thro'
the nostrils a considerable part of the nourishment they took.
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some children have had the parts about (p. 39) the anus excoriated;' the sanies retaining its virulency thro' the whole tract of
the intestines.
The sick sometimes bleed at the nose towards the beginning
of the disease; and the menses very often appear in those of the
female sex, who are of age to have them, soon after they are
seized, notwithstanding
the regular period is at a considerable
• distance: If they are taken ill about the usual season, the discharge is commonly greater than it ought to be. Some young
persons, who never had the least appearance of them, have had
this evacuation during their illness.
In strong and full habits, these evacuations are seldom attended
with much benefit, or manifest ill effects, unless they are very
copious; for in this case they occasion great faintness, and an
increase of the other symptoms, in proportion to the excess.
In tender weak subjects they are often prejudicial.
It has happened in this disease, that hemorrhages from the
nose and mouth have suddenly carried off the patient.
I have
heard of the like accident from bleeding at (p, 40) the ear: But
these fatal discharges most commonly happen after the patient
has been ill several days; and it seems more probable, that they
proceed from the separation of some slough from the branch of an
artery, rather than from a fullness of the vessels, or an effort of
nature to relieve herself by a salutary crisis.s
Bleeding in this disease has in general been observed to be
prejudicial: Some indeed admit of it at the first attack, without
any sensible inconvenience; but a repetition of it, even where the
f Some adults, who have had the disease in a violent degree, have suffered very much
from the same cause: Emolliet mucilaginous liquids taken plentifully, and also applied
externally, by way of fomentation, to the part affected, frequently give speedy relief.
s This I find was also Heredia's opinion, who considers a discharge of blood either
from the mouth or nose, as a sign of the utmost Danger.-Malignam significationem
praebet segnis sanguis stillans e naribus; ex corrosione quippe vasorum, et putrilagine
ernanat, innuitque certissimam mortem, quia putredo interne cohiberi non potest:-ideo
periculosissimus consetur sanguinis /luxus ex naribus aut ore. Quidam cum hog signa
nullum vidisse liberatum docent: nos vero unicum solum aegrotum summa dilligentia a
tanto l?ericulovindicavimus. Heredia, p. 100. Tho' of three whom I attended, and who
had this symptom, two recovered; the third died of a bleeding at the nose, before any
assistance could be procured.
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disease is mild and favourable, seldom fails to aggravate the
symptoms; and in some cases it appears to have produced very
fatal consequences.
The heat, restlessness, delirium, and difficulty of breathing, which this evacuation common~y prevents
or mitigates in other cases, in this are increased by It; nor d~es
(p. 41) the swelling of the tonsils, fauces, &c. seem to receive
the least benefit from it: On the contrary, tho' the fulness of these
parts decreases, yet the sloughs thicken, and change to a livid
or black colour, the external tumor grows large, and the spitting
commonly diminishes."
Nor has purging been observed to be more beneficial: Gentle
cathartics have brought on very dangerous symptoms.
Upon
procuring a few stools with manna, especially when the ~isease
has continued two or three days, the redness of the skm has
disappeared,
and the flux to the throat has been surpri~ingly
increased: If it happens that this discharge by stool contmues,
the swelling of the neck commonly grows larger, the fauces become flaccid, dry, and livid; and the patient in a few hours after
this expires: So that purga ti ves seem to have no better eff~cts
in diminishing the tumor, and abating the supposed inflammation,
than bleeding.
(p. 42) Nitrous cooling medicines frequently produce ~he h~e
effects; they increase that faintness which accompames
this
disease, and either dispose the patient to copious sinking sweats,
or to stools.
Upon the whole, it appears, that all evacuations which tend
to lessen the natural strength of the constitution,
are in this
disease injurious; and that those persons in common are ion the
greatest danger, if attacked with it, w.ho h.ave been prevIOusly
indisposed, or have had their strength impaired by ~nef, or any
other accident.
Of which it may not perhaps be Improper to
relate an instance or two in this place, as it will also tend to
explain the usual progress of the symptoms in the worst cases
we meet with.
0

0

h The heat indeed and quickness of the pulse seem at first to be affected by this evacuation, but they commonly return after a fallacious respite with greater violenc~; the patient
'is seized with a difficulty of breathing, falls into cold sweats, a stupor, and dies suddenly.

A young gentlewoman about 26 years of age, of a pale lax
habit, but of an active chearful disposition, had enjoyed a pretty
good share of health in common, till a year or two before her
last illness; about that time she unhappily made use of some
external and empirical application to remove a redness attended
with pimples, which now-and-then
broke out in her face. She
was soon relieved from this complaint by the medicine she used;
but was quickly after seized with sickness, vomiting, loss of appetite, and either an obstinate costiveness, (p. 43) or a troublesome
diarrhoea; the menses were pale, and in small quantities; and her
health in general was greatly impaired.
She had scarce recovered from this weak state, when the
death of a near relation brought her almost into the same circumstances; from which she was slowly recruiting, when she married.
Her sickness, vomiting, and loss of appetite, soon returned; which
she concealed as much as possible.
Under these disadvantages, she was seized with this distemper,
a day or two after she had visited an acquaintance labouring under
the same disorder: It came on with a coldness and trembling like
that of an ague-fit, great faintness, and an acute pain in her
head, with a vomiting more violent than she was usually affected
with, and a purging.
Towards evening she grew very hot and
restless, complained of a soreness in her throat, and the discharges
abated.
Her face, neck, and hands were intensely red; she
frequently sighed, and from her aspect and gestures there was
reason to suspect a delirium approaching.
She slept little that
night; and next morning her pulse, which before was very quick
and small, seemed to be somewhat more full, but not sensibly
slower; and she complained of faintness and anxiety.
The parts
about the fauces were much relaxed, very red, in some places
almost livid, (p. 44) with a kind of glossy dryness upon them.
She continued in this manner, without any remarkable increase
of symptoms till night, when the looseness returned, and in a
very short time exhausted her strength to a great degree: The
redness upon the skin disappeared,
the extremities grew cold,
her eyes became dim, her pulse scarce perceptible, she breathed
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with difficulty, and expired in the morning, on the third day of the
disease.
Another young woman, who frequently visited, and sometimes
assisted a relation, who had this disease, was attacked with it
in the usual manner.
She was about 17, of a pale and somewhat
bloated lax habit, naturally inactive, averse to exercise, and was
thought to have indulged some painful solicitude, to the prejudice
of her health, and making way for an obstinate chlorosis.
Under these circumstances
she was seized with the usual
complaints, but in a violent manner.
The purging continued
till the day following; when it yielded for the present to opiates;
but constantly
returned
when their effects were over. The
other symptoms, such as heat, restlessness, anxiety, and faintness, increased with the purging; the pulse was small, quick, and
hard; a difficulty of breathing came on, the small remains (p. 45)
of lustre in the eye perished, and she died early on the fourth day
of the distemper.
No marks of any sloughs in the throat appeared in either of
these cases; but the redness became daily more intense, and
approached nearer to lividness, whilst the fauces could be inspected; which, from the great difficulty they had in breathing,
was impracticable several hours before the patients expired.
Warm aromatic
cordials, and anodyne
astringents,
were
administered assiduously, with suitable nourishment, and vesicatories applied successively to the neck on each side, the shoulders
and arms, but without effect.
If the purging therefore continues long after the first exacerbation of the disease, it may be looked upon as a dangerous symptom; for tho' it be sometimes restrained for the present by opiates
or astringents, yet it commonly returns with more vehemence,
when their efficacy ceases, and in a short time exhausts the small
degree of strength remain.
In this case they generaly spit very little; the fauces appear
dry, glossy, and livid; the external tumor grows large; they void
their excrements without perceiving it, and fall into profuse
sweats; respiration becomes (p. 46) difficult and laborious; the
pulse sinks; the extreme parts grow cold, and death in a few hours
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closes the ~cene;a?d in no disease that I have seen is the eye so
earl~ deprived of Its lustre as in this; for it is sometimes opake
or dim several hours before death; and, as Aetius Cletushath
observe~, is a fatal presage of its approach.'
.
A COpIOUSflux of pituitous matter to the glands, and other
parts about the fauces, (p. 47) seemed to be the cause of sudden
death, in a girl about 12 years old. She was seized in the com_ mon. way, with. shivering, headache, sickness, vomiting, and
purgmg.
The discharges abated in a few hours, and were succeeded by great heat, redness of the skin, and a sore throat; the
u.vula, tonsils, and contiguous parts were red, and so swelled in
eight or ten hours, as to touch each other, and seemed to close
t~e entrance into the pharynx.
She breathed without much
dl~culty, swallowed. -:ith less pain than could be imagined, and
spit up lar?e qua~tltles ?f phlegm.
About six in the evening
she was seized wlt~ a difficulty of breathing, as if strangled:
Those about her raised her up, thinking she was ina fit· she
:ecover:d herself a little, but expired upon being again laid down
in bed, m somewhat
less than 24 hours from the first attack.
A
large quantity of viscid phlegm, with which, after she was dead,
her mouth appeared to be filled, together with the tumefied
m:-ula, tonsi.ls? and velum palati, had perhaps jointly closed the
RIma Glottidis, and put a stop to respiration.
.By a fall in her infancy ~he was reduced to the necessity of
usmg crutches.
She was big-boned, had a good appetite, and
i .Here.dia's description of this fa.tal progress of ~he disease, and the necessary cautions
he gives In respect to the prognostic, deserve particular notice.
~allacissima~ ~sse. hujus morbi naturam, consitentur omnes.-ulceribusoris,
et
par.tl~m quae VISUlexistebant c~nspicu~e, recte curatis, et sedata inflammatione aeger
perlchtatur.-e~
eo quo~ pau~atlm serplt putedo per asperam arteriam ad cor, aut per
gulam ad. ~entrlc~!~m, sine ahquo dolore, aut febre sensibili, cujus sit habenda cura: et
cum ~edlcls auxiliis, ablata fuerint ulcera, et inflammationes sedataein partibus vifui
pat~~tI?u~, occu.lta putr~do,. paulatim mortificans partes internas, tabe, parvissimis et
~eblhsslml~ pulsibus extmctione caloris, refrigeratione extremorum faciei extenuatione,
I~a?pet~n.tla perpe.tua, et molesta rnutatione decubitus, somno fallaci, et apparente, quia
~Ig,la~dl Im.potentl.a, s~mnum verum aemulatur, misere aegrotantes interficit, ut visum
jam Sit subira et lnopl~ata m~r~e periisse aliquos,-e lecto surgentes, et intra demos
ambulantes; o? ~uodetsl quae. vmata apparebant in faucibus, aut partibus aliis, in melius
mutata conspicrantur, non. hce~ satu.tem polliceri, quia solet communicari paulatim
putredo, et gangraena partibus interms. Heredia, p. 99.
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for want of that exercise, which persons at her age commonly
enjoy, seemed to be plethoric.
(p. 48) These circumstances
perhaps might contribute
to this speedy and unhappy event.
Accidents of the like kind seem not to have been uncommon
while this disease continued in Italy, according to a remark
of Cortesius.s
From the preceding account of the sore throat attended with
ulcers,' it will, I believe, appear, that this disease is widely
different from a common sore throat, or simple inflammation of
any of the parts about the fauces; both as to the subject commonly affected by it, the manner of its attack, the progress of
the symptoms,
and its conclusion: For the sore throat with
ulcers generally attacks children; and of these, girls more frequently than boys, as hath been observed: If adults are seized
with it, they are commonly such as have been very much conversant with the sick, or else (p. 49) are weak and infirm:
And
it seems to affect those adults in the severest manner, who have
been previously indisposed, or whose strength has been reduced
by unseasonable or immoderate evacuations.
On the contrary, the common angina, or an inflammation of
the tonsils, most frequently attacks the healthy, the vigorous,
and robust; the weak, the delicate, and infirm, are less exposed
to it, at least suffer less from it, than the former.
As both diseases are attended with a fever, and as most fevers
come on with a shivering or chillness, this symptom may at least
appear equivocal: But if sickness, or vomiting, or purging, or
an acute headache, towards the back parts or top especially, or
if all these, come on in the space of a very few hours, which they
generally do, where the disease is vehement, it may justly be
esteemed to be of the putrefactive kind: But if with these symptoms an erysipelatous
redness discovers itself in the fauces,
with ulcerations or sloughs, the disease is evident.
k ••• Ad praedictarum partium (uvulae, tonsillarum) inflammationem subsequebatur
interdum materia quaedam pituitosa a capite tam repente et inopinato descendens, ut
miseri aegrotantes subito suffocarentur, Cortes. Miscell. p. 697.
1 The disease here treated of is, strictly, a sore throat; since by soreness we aptly express the uneasy sensation accompanying an ulcer (i.e. a sore) and not that which attends
an inflammation; which is indeed pain, but not properly soreness.
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In some cases, the symptoms have been so obscure, that it was
difficult to determine to which disease they properly belonged:
But in these circumstances they were commonly so favourable,
that, supposing the disorder not to be of the ulcerated kind, no
other inconvenience (p. 50) seemed likely to ensue from treating
it as such, than a suppuration;
which is often an event rather to
be chosen than avoided.
The redness of the skin in the face, neck, breast, and hands,
is another obvious and distinguishing
characteristic,
which in
children and young people especially, seldom fails to accompany
this disorder.
In the common sore throat, a local inflammation is the disease:
All the symptoms are derived from this source: An acute throbbing pain, greatly increased upon swallowing even liquids, is the
principal grievance.
In the other, the whole habit suffers, as
if by a stimulus of a peculiar nature; and although the throat is
always more or less affected, yet it is sometimes the least part
of the patient's complaint; and instances have occurred to me of
considerable sloughs being formed, before any soreness or pain
in the fauces hath been mentioned.
Again, this disease is accompanied with a greater tendency to a
delirium, than either a common angina, or almost any other
disease we are acquainted with.
To have this symptom appear
in the disease we are treating of on the first night, is not uncommon; and on the second, frequent.
A girl about eight years of
age, whom I attended, was scarce known to be indisposed, till
she alarmed the family, by appearing (p. 51) to be light-headed.
She had made no complaint of her throat, nor was this part
thought to be affected, till, upon examination,
I found it so;
being led to suspect it by the colour of her hands, and the deliri um.
She got well through the disease, tho' its progress, at first, appeared to be very swift.
A common sore throat, if the patient recovers, either goes off
by resolution, or the parts affected suppurate, or, if glandular,
become hard and scirrhous.
In that attended with ulcers, none of these circumstances
happen; for it terminates in a superficial ulceration of some of the
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parts about the fauces, with little appearance of any sloughs.' if
the disease is very mild; and with large and deep ones, of a white,
cineritious, livid, or black colour, if it is more violent.
It will not perhaps be difficult, from this comparative view,
to distinguish this disease from a common sore throat, or an
inflammatory
affection of those parts: But there is another no
less certain criterion, tho' too often a fatal one, which is, the
constant increase of symptoms upon bleeding, purging, and the
liberal use of cooling antiphlogistic medicines: A method, whicl1 as
seldom fails removing a genuine inflammation, if it is early enough
and assiduously pursued, as it is too often injurious in the present
case. (p. 52) An instance whereof I think evidently appeared
in the following case.
A youth of about 14 years old, of a brisk lively disposition,
who had enjoyed a good share of health, saving that, for a few
years past, a cutaneous disease, akin to ~ leprosy, had ~omet.imes
appeared on his head and arms, was seized one morning with a
general uneasiness, and a disposition to von:it; he was put to ~ed,
and a severe shivering ensued; his sickness increased, he vomited
up everything, had several purging stools that day, and complained much of his head, with some soreness .in ~is thr~at.
~e
was ordered to be blooded, and had an emetic given him: This
operated but little; he grew hot and restless, ~ deep red~ess
spread itself over his face, hands, and arms, with a ple.nuful
eruption of small pimples, which induced those about him to
apprehend it was a common scarlet fever.
.
.
The next day, which was the second of the disease, his throat
continuing sore, and the feverish symptoms increasing, a ~urge ~f
manna was given him, which operated gently; and at night his
head and throat being more uneasy, his heat still continuing; with
a tendency to delirium; a blister was applied.
On the third, the symptoms not abating, he lost about ten
ounces of blood. He had taken (p, 53) a cooling nitrous powder
every four hours; this was now changed for one more cordial.
At night he grew delirious, his fever increased, and he .had son:e
loose stools, which were rather encouraged than restramed, as It
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was hoped they might relieve him. Blisters were applied to his
head and arms.
On the fourth in the morning I was sent for: I found him
delirious, with convulsive twitchings;
his hands in constant
motion, gathering the bed-cloaths; his pulse quick and weak; his
tongue parched.
With some difficulty I looked into the fauces;
they seemed to be pale in some places, intensely red or livid in
• others, with a glossy brightness: His excrements came away
involuntarily;
his eyes were languid, and dim; he breathed
with difficulty, fell into profuse clammy sweats, and died in a
few hours after.
In some of the first cases I met with, the quickness of the pulse,
the degree of heat, the apparent inflammatory redness of the eyes
and face, and pain in the head, sometimes urged me to order
bleeding, especially if there were any marks of a plethora; but in
these cases it did not appear to have any advantageous effects:
So that, notwithstanding
the urgency of the symptoms above
mentioned, it seems proper in general to omit this evacuation.
(p. 54) Cupping with scarification has been applied to the
shoulders and back of the head, in order to remove an acute pain
of this part, which is often complained of, but, as far as I have
been able to observe, without much benefit.
I t is necessary that the patient should keep in bed as much as
may be, tho' the disease should seem to be slight: It has happened, for want of care in this respect, that a purging has come
on, the redness of the skin disappeared,
and a disorder, which
with confinement alone would probably have gone off in twice 24
hours, had been rendered tedious and difficult.
If we are called in at the first, while the sickness or vomiting
continues, it will be of use to promote this discharge, by giving
an infusion of green tea, chamomile-flowers,
carduus, or a few
grains of ipecacuanha.
In some instances, where the attack has
been severe, and this method practised, the disorder has gone
off with more ease than was at first apprehended.
If these symptoms don't abate with the operation of the
emetic, small draughts of mint-tea, with a sixth part of red port
added to it, may be given frequently; together with some grateful
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and warm aromatic, cordial medicine, every four or six hours.
The Pulvis Contrayervae
simp.-(p.
55) camp. Confect. cardiac.
-Raleigh.
Spec. arom. Vinum croceum; Aq. Menth. spirit. cu~
aceto,» with others of the like nature, may be used for this
purpose.
In this disease it is at all times necessary to attend very carefully to the diarrhoea.
For the most part it ceases with t~e
vomiting, in less than twelve hours from the first attack: If.lt
continues longer than this period, it is necessary to check It,
otherwise it occasions great faintness, sinks the strength, and in
the end produces very dangerous consequences.
The aromatic
cordials above mentioned, if they are given plentifully, commonly
take off this symptom, as well as the vomiting; but if they pro~e
ineffectual, recourse must be had to astringents and anodynes, ~n
proportion to the exigence of the case; such as the Confectio
Fracastorii,
or Elect. e Scordio, dissolved in small cinnamonwater, and given post singulas sedes.
It is common for the redness, so often mentioned, to appear
upon the skin, as these (p. 56) discharges abate: It has happened
that this colour has gone off sometimes, and the patient has
been brought into imminent danger, upon giving a mild cathartic:
Which circumstances,
as they point out a close connexion between them, indicate the use of a warm regimen, notwithstanding
the heat and other symptoms might seem to forbid it.
A girl about 9 years old, of a slender make, but healthy and
active, was seized with this disorder.
The sickness and vomiting
went off, and the redness of the skin appeared soon after: The
apothecary who attended her, judging it an inflammatory c~se,
as she complained of her throat, bled her, gave her a cooling
purge the next day, and afterwards some nitrous draughts.
A
plentiful effiorescence which covered the face, neck, and arms,
suddenly disappeared;
a diarrhoea came on, she grew restless,
m Vegetable
acids, such as the juice of lemons, oranges, wood-sorrel, verjuice, vinegar
in small doses, and the like, as they are undoubtedly
antiputrescents,
may seem to be
indicated; but their proneness to increase the discharge by stool, or profuse sweats, ought

to render
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faint and insensible.
In this condition I first saw her on the
third day of the disease; she frequently sighed, her pulse was
quick, small and hard, without any remarkable colour upon her
skin; and the swelling on each side of the neck large: It was not
possible to examine the fauces, as she lay in a comatous helpless
condition, her stools and urine coming away insensibly.
A warm
cordial (p. 57) mixture» was frequently given her, upon which the
- diarrhoea soon abated; and the next day the effiorescence again
appeared upon her face and arms.
From this time she continued
to recover, tho' slowly, and was for some time attended with a
cough and hectic heats.
Another symptom, which requires our attention in the cure
of this disease, is an excessive faintness: Of this they generally
complain soon after they are taken ill, and continue to do so, if
sensible, till the distemper begins to abate: The urgency of this
symptom seems to indicate the degree of danger: It is more or
less violent, as the disease is mild or malignant; and an abatement
of it may be looked upon as a sure presage of recovery.
Warm aromatic and gently stimulating
medicines, such as
have been already mentioned, as the most effectual to suppress
the vomiting, and check the looseness attending this disease,
have likewise been found useful in removing the present complaint: And tho' the degree of heat, and quickness of the pulse, .
would be enough to dissuade a person who has not seen the
disease, from giving them in so liberal a manner as necessity
requires; (p, 58) yet we are not to be governed so much by these
symptoms, as by the faintness, despression of the pulse, and
increase of putrescency
in the fauces.
One drachm of the
Confectio Raleighana has been given to a youth not quite 15
years of age, every four hours, which was soon followed by a
sensible amendment, and the decrease of the patient's restlessness, faintness, and heat.
Some of the I talian physicians forbad the use of wine in the
cure of this disease, and the warmth of that climate might perIl Rx
Aq. alexet, simp. !'l vj. Alexet. Spri. cum. Acet, !'l jfs. Con. cardiac. 3 jfs. Pulv.
Contray. simp. 3 fs. Syr. Croc, !'l ss. f. Mixr, de qua capiat aegra coch. ij. tertia quaque
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haps make this caution necessary; but as it is a generous cordial,
and at the same time antiseptic, it seems to be in no respect
improper here; and, besides in whey, I have allowed it to be
given, in small quantities, mixed with mint, baum, or sage-tea,
barley-water, gruel, panada, sago, and the like; and alone, where
the faintness has been excessive; the age, the former way of life,
and the symptoms, affording the necessary rules as to quantity
and kind.
Chicken-water,
or thin broth, may also be allowed,
which is frequently
very acceptable to the patient.
And I
don't remember to have observed so general and early an inclination after solid food, in any acute disease, as in this: For at a
time when one would imagine, both from the condition of the
fauces, and the degree of heat, that liquids would be the most
acceptable, it is not uncommon to find (p, 59) children, who have
this disease, extremely desirous of chicken, and chearfully complying with directions, in hopes of being gratified in this respect.
Blisters are likewise of use to relieve the faintness.
At first
I was in doubt, lest the flies, by their acrimony, should increase
the putrescent
disposition,
and consequently
aggravate
the
disorder they were intended to remove: But no such effect having
appeared from their use, I have ordered them to be applied, and
I think with advantage, both to the usual parts, and to the .neck
on each side from below the ear almost to the clavicle, as occasion
required.s
The ulcers in the throat demand our early and constant attention, as a considerable loss of substance cannot here be suffered
without immediate danger to life itself, or the most injurious
consequences to the future action of the parts, if the patient
survives.
Where the disease is of the mildest kind, a superficial ulceration only is observable; which may easily escape the notice of a
person unacquainted
with it. A thin, pale, white slough seems
to accompany the next degree: A thick, opake, or ash coloured
one is a further advance: And if the parts have (p, 59) a livid or
black aspect, the case is still worse. These sloughs are not formed
o It has been observed by several, that the discharge from blisters in this disease, is
in general both more copious at first, and continues longer than is usual in other cases.
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of any foreign matter spread upon the parts affected as a crust or
coat, but are real mortifications of the substance; since whenever
they come off, or are separated from the parts they cover, they
leave an ulcer of a greater or less depth, as the sloughs were
superficial or penetrating.
. When the tendency to putrefaction
is stopped, these sloughs
In most cases co~e off spontaneously;
or their separation may be
promoted by suitable remedies and applications:
But it seems
by n~ means adviseable to attempt it by force, or to scrape them
off with t?e fingers or instruments,
as Severinus proposes; since
the expenment
has been tried, but with such unhappy consequencesp, as are sufficient to discourage one from persisting in
this method.s
(p, 61) In a case where I was concerned, previous to my being
called in, ~ surgeon h~d endeavoured
to separate the sloughs
b~ the asslstan~e of his probe: He succeeded in his attempt
without much difficulty; but was surprised to see the same parts
covered. the next day with thick, dark, ash-coloured sloughs
penetrating
deep into the substance.
'
I t is true, the sloughs have been sometimes scarified from an
apprehension, that matter was lodged underneath them' without
any manifest inconvenience; but as there are instances of fatal
mortifications
having ensued, it seems most prudent to decline
the practice.
From under these sloughs, and from every part of the ulcers
pSi quis tamen vel digitis, vel aliquo instrumento levi ipsam (materiarn albam)
auferre tentasset, quamvis operatic haec fieret absque dolore, ea tamen ablata brevissimo
tempore peribant aegrotanres; quod prae caeteris in Petro Soprano genero meo observatum
est, cui cu~ hujusmodi. ~ortific~tio apparuisset in suprema superficie dictarum glandularum fau~lUm, et pa.la~l, Ita ut vlderet~r.esse maximo respirationi et deglutitioni impedime.nto~ ~~Irurg~s. eXlstl~ans posse facillimo negotio a subjecris partibus earn separari
S?hs digitis, levI~slm.equidern earn abstulit; quae ablata, tan tum abest ut juverit deglutitionem au~ reSplratlOnem, ut utraque potius actio laesa magis fuerit, unde brevissirno
tem~o~e mlse~, meo .cum maxim~ dolore, mortem oppetiit; id quod etiam in aliis quampl~rtmls puens saepl~s. obs:r~avl, et praesertim in ejusdem Petri filiolo nepoti ex filia,
qUInque annorum,. mihi CartSSlm~,qUI post paucos dies eodem modo, quo pater, vitam
cum morte mutavit,
Cortes. Miscel. Med, p. 697.
•
q Quod si enim adhaerent.em adhuc.crustam
avellere aggrediamur, ulcerationes magis
in profundum procedunt, et inflammationes consequuntur, augentur dolores et in ulcera
sperentia proficiunt, Heredia, p. 109.
'
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which they cover, a thin corrosive ichor is discharged, so acrid
as to excoriate the external parts upon which it is suffered to
remain.
This is sometimes observable in adults, when the parts
above the fauces are affected; the ichor in these cases flows (p.
62) thro' the nostrils, and frequently raises pimples and small
blisters on the skin of the upper lip, but it is most obvious in
children, who often have this part, the corners of the mouth, the
cheek of that side on which they most commonly lie, blistered
or excoriated.
It is probable, as has been already hinted (p. 38), that part of
the same virulent matter, passing down the oesophagus into the
stomach and intestines, acts upon them as it does upon the skin,
when applied to it externally; it frets and corrodes the parts it
touches, and produces that sickness, vomiting, purging, and
faintness, which sometimes accompany this disease in different
parts of its progress.
In children, and very young subjects, the symptoms arising
from this cause are yet more dangerous: The natural softness and
laxity of the parts liable to be affected, disposes them to suffer
by it much more than adults: At the same time they are commonly alike incapable of promoting the discharge of this matter
themselves,
and of admitting
assistance from others, being
generally, if the distemper is not very mild, either comatous and
stupid, or delirious and untractable.
If gargles are injected,
they either prevent them from reaching the seat of the disorder,
by their tongues, or they swallow them, and the putrid taint of
the ulcers, together; the mischief spreads beyond the power of
art to (p. 63) restrain it; violent purgings ensue, or fatal hemorrhages from the penetrating
gangrene.
And to this, perhaps,
it may in part be owing, that children suffer so much more from
this kind of sore throat, than adults.r
That this corrosive matter produces these effects, is farther
confirmed, by observing, that those whose throats are severely
r Heredia takes notice of the same
many infants and children suffered by
Infantium et puerorum multitudo
lentas et crustaceas materias possunt,

thing, and gives it as a principal reason why so
this disease.
maxima periit, quia nee exspuere, nee excreare
et minus auxiliis obediunt.-p.
100.
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affected, if they have a plentiful discharge from the fauces, are
seldom attended with sickness, vomiting, or excessive faintness;
tho' after longer sleeps than ordinary, or a neglect of encouraging
this evacuation, they have complained of sickness, and have had
reachings come on: Likewise, that in such cases, where little or
no discharge of this kind appears, the symptoms are commonly
the most dangerous.
w From
hence it is obvious, that great advantages
may be
expected from the constant use of gently stimulating aromatic
gargles; as they promote the discharge of the pituitous matter
flowing to the fauces, and, doubtless, with it, of some part of the
corrosive fluid above mentioned: To which if we add antiseptics
and detergents,
in order to (p. 64) check the progress of the
mortification,
and cleanse the sordid ulcers it produces, every
indication is provided for.
Where the disease is mild, the symptoms favourable,
the
sloughs superficial, or scarce perceptible,
it may be sufficient
to order a gargle of sage-tea with a few rose-leaves added to the
infusion; three or four spoonfuls of vinegar may be mixed with
half a pint of the tea, and as much honey put to it, as will leave
it agreeably acid.
But where the symptoms are urgent, the tendency to putrefaction great, the sloughs large and thick, and the breath offensive,
recourse must be had to more efficacious remedies: A composition
like the following, varied only as the patient's age and the circumstances of the disease required, has in general been attended with
very good effects. The proportion here given may be used for
adults, and the more active parts lessened for younger subjects.
Rx Decoct. Pectoral. :) xij. cui inter coquendum add. Rad.
Contayerv.
contus. :) fs.
Liquori cola to admisce Acet,
Yin. Alb. :) ij. Tinct. Myr. :) i. Mel. opt.
vi. f. Gargansma.
As the parts about the gullet are frequently so much affected,
as to render it (p. 65) painful or impracticable for the sick themselves to make use of the gargle so freely as they ought, it is
commonly ordered, that a few spoonfuls of this liquor, made
somewhat warm, should be very often injected into the fauces
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with a small syringe; and especially before the patient swallows
any thing, in order to wash off as much as possible the putrid
sordes adhering to the ulcers, and prevent it from passing into the
stomach and bowels." In young subjects this method is the
more necessary, as they don't always know how to manage a
gargle to any purpose, did the soreness of the parts permit them
to do it.'
As so much depends upon the frequent use of gargles, or rather
of injections, a strict attention to this affair, can scarcely be
too strongly enjoined to those who have the care of the sick committed to them; since an assiduous repetition of these lotions not
only promotes a discharge from the glands of the throat, which is
probably of great (p. 66) use-, but retards the progress of the
ulcers, by washing off the putrefactive
corroding virus, and
prevents a large train of very dangerous symptoms (See p. 62);
and has therefore been strenuously insisted on by several writers,
by Mercatus especially."
(p, 67) If the sloughs are large, and cast off slowly, they may
• The same caution was given by Heredia, and almost in the same terms.-Cujusque
rei deglutitionem praecedat excrementorum oris excreatio, detersio, ne lotione venenosa
excrementa cum rebus deglutiendis ferantur ad viscera. p. 109.
t ••• cum pueri nequeant gargarismatis uti, injiciantur cum syringa.
Idem ibid.
"Heredia, after having observed, that no evacuations by stools or sweat were of use
in this disease, admits that some advantage may be expected from this discharge. Est
autem aliqua spes in frequenti expuitione, quando crass a et glutinosa excreatur, p. 100.
As I had not an opportunity of seeing this author's works till the first pages of this
edition were printed off, I could not mention him with the rest, to whom I had recourse
for information respecting the symptoms at the first appearance of this disease in Europe.
He was physician to Philip IV. of Spain, and in his Disputationes de Morbis acutis printed
in the third tome of his works, he treats of this disease expressly in several chapters, under
the title of Angina maligna. His history of the symptoms contains several things not
mentioned by any other author I have seen; so that tho' he was probably among the last
of the Spanish physicians who wrote upon this subject, yet the diligence of his predecessors
seems not wholly to have exhausted it. In the second edition of his works, which was
that I made use of, nothing appears to determine the exact time when his account was
published; but as he mentions the Polyanthea of De la Parra, which, according to Ren.
Moreau in Bartholine's Epistles, was printed at Madrid in 1625, that it must have been
after this time, is certain.- This edition of Heredia was published at Lyons under the
title of Petri Michaelis de Heredia, Complutensis-Philippi
IV. Hispaniarum regis rlrchiatri-Operum
Medicinalium
Editio altera. Lugduni 1673.
...Cavendum est diligenter, ne sic affecti deglutiunt propriam salivam, quinimo ora
puerorum diligentissime sunt abluenda. Mercat. p. 137·
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be touched with Mel Aegyptiacum,
by means of an armed
probe; or if the condition of the fauces is such, that this cannot
conveniently be done, a spoonful of the following mixture may
be injected, and retained in the throat, as long as the patient
can endure it; the parts may then be washed two or three times
wi th the gargle alone.
Rx Gargarism. praescript. :) ii. Mel Aegypt.
..By the constant and regular use of these applications, if the
patient is kept warm, and the method of treating him in other
respects is observed, agreeable to what has been mentioned above,
it seldom happens but that the febrile symptoms disappear, the
sloughs come off, and the ulcers are disposed to heal in a few
days; unless it be where mismanagement
at first, malignity of the
infection, or an unfavourable constitution,
have one or all contributed to increase the disease, and to render its consequences
more lasting and mischievous.
What effects improper treatment
produces in this case has
already been observed.
With regard to the matter of contagion,
or the nature of that cause which so suddenly brings on such a
train of symptoms as hath been described, little can be said with
any (p, 68) degree of certainty: Thus much, however, seems to be
true in fact, that in some cases this disease appears to be of so
mild a nature, and so benign, as to require but little assistance
from art: Persons even recover from it under the disadvantages
of unskilful and injurious management;
whilst in others, the
progress of the symptoms is so rapid, and the tendency to corruption so strong, that nothing seems able to oppose it. Just as
it happens in the small-pox; the benign and distinct sort bears
ill treatment
without injury; in the malignant flux kind, the
utmost art and experience are too often insufficient to conduct
the distemper to a happy issue. Whether this diversity in the
sore throat we are speaking of, is owing to a difference of constitutions, or of seasons, to the different quality or quantity of the
contagion, or the manner of receiving it; or whether there are in
reality distinct species of it; may perhaps hereafter be more
certainly determined: .
With respect to constitution, it may be further observed, that
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in soft, lax, leucophlegmatic
habits, and languid inactive dispositions, every thing else being equal, the disease seems to
proceed more slowly, to go off more irregularly, and to leave
behind it more lasting effects.
In some persons of the temperament described, tho' the fever has (p. 69) grown less, and all the
symptoms abated in four or five days, yet the sloughs in the
throat have continued almost a week longer; whilst in the opposite constitution,
tho' the disease has been much more acute,
yet the symptoms have no sooner abated, than the sloughs have
cast off, and the ulcers healed, of their own accord.
A copious hemorrhage from the nose, mouth, or ears, the last
especially, coming on after the disease has continued three ~r
four days, or longer, is a dangerous phenomenon:
For at this
time of the distemper,
it most probably proceeds from the
branch of an artery destroyed by the mortification, and laid open
by the separation of the slough, as hath been already observed.
If the vessel is therefore large, the bleeding may prove fatal to
the patient in a very short time; or if he escapes for the present,
the loss of a considerable quantity of blood at this time of the
disease will occasion various ill consequences.
It is'therefore absolutely necessary to endeavour to stop this
discharge with all the expedition possible.
If the patient is
costive, it will be of use to procure relief in this resp~ct, by
clysters or suppositories, as soon as can be done: To apply vinegar,
by means of tents or otherwise, as near to the orifice of the vessel
as we can: To convey the steam (p. 70) of it into the fauces and
nostrils plentifully, and to keep the patient in a sitting posture,
or his head raised as high as may be, and his upper parts moderately cool: If these methods don't immediately take effect, recourse must be had to more efficacious ones, amongst which we
may rank the bark and opium.
It is not uncommon for hectic heats, night-sweats, want of
appetite, and dejection of spirits to attend those a considera?le
time, who have had the disease in a severe manner.
Asses milk
commonly relieves them, together with a decoction of the bark,
and elixir vitrioli.
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Having thus related, as concisely as I could, the most material
circumstances that have occurred to me in respect to the symptoms, progress, and event of this distemper, the J uvantia, Laedentia, and the accidents chiefly to be regarded in its cure; in
such a manner as I hope will enable those who have not seen or
known it, to distinguish it from a common sore throat, and to
treat it with some degree of propriety and success, I shall conclude with observing,
I. That the sore throat
attended with ulcers seems to be accompanied with a (p, 71) strong disposition to putrefaction,
which affects the habit in general, but the fauces, and the parts
contiguous, in particular.
And it seems not unreasonable
to
suppose,
2. That the cause of this tendency is a putrid virus, or miasma
sui generis, introducted into the habit by contagion; principally
by means of the breath of the person affected.
3· That this virus, or contagious matter, produces effects more
or less pernicious, according to the quantity and nature of the
infection, and as the subject is disposed to receive or suffer by it.
4· That putrefactive
and malignant
diseases, in common,
admit of the most sensible and secure relief, from discharges
of the peccant matter, either upon the skin in general, or on
particular parts of the body.
5· That the redness, and cutaneous efflorescence, in the present
case may be considered as an eruption of the like nature; and
therefore to be promoted by such methods as have proved successful in similar diseases.
6. That a cordial, alexipharmac, warm regimen has been found
by experience to be of the most use in such cases; and that bleeding, purging, antiphlogistics,
(p. 72) liberally employed, either
retard, or wholly prevent these discharges ..
Therefore, as to expel the morbific matter (3) seems to be the
design of nature, to promote this design by the measures that
are approved by experience in analogous disorders, is the duty
of the physician.
FINIS.
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HEN I related to you, at one of our late assemblies, the purport of the following narrative,
several instances of a similar affection were
then recollected; cases, which though nearly
akin in appearance to the toothache, and that
kind of disorder of the jaw which is sometimes
called the rheumatism,
sometimes the ague in the head, and
which had not given way to those remedies and applications that
in such complaints are most commonly successful in curing them;
you then thought that a more particular account of this disease,
and the method of removing it, might not be unacceptable
to
the public: for though it does not every day occur, yet to be able
to distinguish and to cure, (p. 180) with some degree of certain ty,
a disease, that, during the time it lasts, is extremely excruciating,
is an addition, however small, to the utility of our profession.
In the third volume of the Medical Observations,
among the
remarks on the efficacy of hemlock in relieving some anomalous
\\YA~('l[,),tlcrAI
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pa~ns, th~re is one ca.se mentioned of a person cured by it ora
painful disease affectmg the face. It is a disease that has oocurred to me several times; it seems to be of a singular nature,
and so far as I know, althogether undescribed.
This affection seems to be peculiar to persons advancing in
years, and to women more than to men. I never met with it
in anyone
much under forty, but after this period, no age is
exempt from it.
The case does not occur very frequently.
I can recollect but
about fourteen instances in the course of my business.
This last year I was consulted for two women,one near eighty,
the other about fifty years of age, both of them in other respects
healthy.
From imperceptible
beginnings, a pain attacks some part or
other of the face, or the side of the head: sometimes about the
orbit of the eye, sometimes the ossa malarum, sometimes the
temporal bones, are the parts complained of. The pain comes
suddenly, and is excru.ciating; it lasts but a short time, perhaps
a quarter or half.a rrunute, and then goes off; it returns at ir.
regular intervals, sometimes in half an hour, sometimes there are
two or three repetitions in a few minutes.
The kind of pain is described differently by different persons,
as may be reasonably expected; but one sees enough to excite
one's compassion, if present during the paroxysm.
!t r~turns full as often in the day as in the night.
Eating will
bring It on some persons.
Talking, or the least motion of the
muscles of the face, affects others; the gentlest touch of a hand or
a handkerchief will sometimes bring on the pain, whilst a strong
pressure on the part has no effect.
It differs from the toothache essentially in many respects.
It
affects some who, from age, have few or no teeth remaining.
It
most commonly seizes some part above the sockets of the teeth
yet the teeth are sometimes affected with an exquisite sensibility, upon endeavouring
to chew even the softest substance.
The lower jaw is seldome attacked with this disease.
It differs likewise from that disorder which has obtained the
name of an ague or rheumatism in the face, a disorder as painful
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as it is frequent.
This, though it is often connected with some
decay in the teeth and the nerves that are distributed to them,
yet for the most part its exacerbations are regular in respect of
time, like the fits of an ague; and at night, as in the rheumatism.
(p. 182) The toothache, arising from a faulty tooth, does not
often indeed afford much remission from pain, till either the
inflammation is abated by some means, or the nerve is destroyed,
or rendered less sensi ble.
But when to the usual cause of a toothache this rheumatic
disposition is conjoined, though the pains are never intirely off,
yet the night is the time of their greatest severity.
Besides, the
season of the toothache and this species of rheumatism is generally from the end of adolescence to the meridian of life, or later.
The disease which is the subject of this essay is seldom observed till between forty and fifty, and through the later stages
of life. Contrary to what happens in the preceding complaints,
the affection I am treating of is most commonly severer in the
day than in the night; sometimes, indeed, it is excited to an extreme degree of violence by the lightest touch of the bed-clothes,
which can scarcely be avoided in turning, or any other motion
in bed.
Some painful affections of the head, and which sometimes
extend to the face, likewise occur in practice, that arise from ancient venereal complaints imperfectly cured.
These likewise, as the rheumatism above mentioned, are always
most severe in the night; they come on insensibly about bedtime, they increase till morning, then abate, so as to allow a few
hours sleep, and are little felt in the day. The pain is described
by the patient to be in (p. 183) the bone itself, as if bored with
a gimlet, or some other instrument.
From its commencement in
the evening till it abates in the morning, it never is entirely off,
nor does it shift from one part to another of the head and face,
as frequently happens in the rheumatism;
besides, a little enquiry generally affords one sufficient grounds to justify the treating of it as a venereal complaint.
One of the first cases I met with was in a widow gentlewoman
of about sixty-five years of age, who in general had enjoyed a good
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share of health, in easy circumstances, and without any apparent
cause of anxiety, or other latent causes of disease.
In a moment she would be seized with the most acute excruciating pain, affecting the inner canthus of the eye: it lasted
but a few seconds, forced out the tears, and gradually went off.
In a few minutes the same thing happened, and in like manner at
u~equal distances during the day, so as to occasion a life of great
mIsery.
• I ts appearance was like that of a severe spasm: it had been
considered as such, and treated with the most efficacious antispasmodics, but to little purpose; the pain still continued returning in the same manner.
Opium in considerable doses was
the only medicine that procured relief; but the costiveness it
occasioned, with the thirst and headache, almost made her of
opinion, that the remedy was not less difficult to bear than the
disease.
At length, (p, 184) however, it seemed to decline by
the use of extract of hemlock, together with her strength; general
ill health ensued, and she continued a sufferer by it to her death.
As I was often present when these exacerbations happened,
it was not difficult to recollect the disease when I met with it in
other subjects; several of whom I have seen, and always with
concern, as the methods I had pursued for the most part obtained
but a temporary relief, till I made use of the extract of hemlock
in the case above mentioned.
Since that time I have had recourse to it whenever the disease occurred, and for the most part
with success.
One of the last cases I met with, was the most obstinate I
had seen. A gentlewoman
near fifty, of a full habit, rather
strong make, accustomed to plenty, and using much and various
exercise, had been seized with a violent pain affecting one side
of her head and face, from the upper edge of the temporal muscle
down its whole extent, and reaching to the teeth on that side.
Before I had been in the room two minutes, I suspected, from the
violent contortions of the face and the whole body, that her
complaint was of the kind I have been describing.
Not that
these contortions
are spasmodic or involuntary,
but such as
severe pain often occasions, when we endeavour to abate the
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sense of pain in one part by a general exertion of forc~ upon some
other or over the whole body. Speaking, or chewing, or even
sligh;ly touching (p. 185) the skin or the si~e affecte~ with .the
softest handkerchief, would immediately excite the pam, which,
after continuing perhaps a quarter or half a minute, gradu~lly
went off till it was again awakened by some fresh motion.
She had 'been under the care of several persons of eminence in
the profession, who had scarcely left any rational methQ.ds .of
relieving her unattempted.
She had no fever, no other indisposition that pointed out means of relief.
The extract of hemlock was ordered, the quantity gradually
increased to a full dose; and this was continued almost a month
before any considerable amendment was observed.
So much
relief , however , was obtained as to encourage us to proceed.
h .
Sometimes, indeed, it returned for a few days with as muc V 10"';
lence as ever. Still we persisted.
I t was almost a year that she
persevered in this method, and to her ~n~ire sati~fa~tion~ as ne~r
another year has elapsed without percelvmg any mtimation of It.
She took no other medicine during the use of the extract, except
sometimes a gentle laxative when occasion required; n.or was
her diet altered, only some cautions given to use the lightest,
least savoury kinds, and with some restrictions in regard to
quantity.
.
..
In cases of singular difficulty and obstinacy, It IS natural for us
to be inquisitive into their causes and :heir na~ure; unsuccessful
experiments sometimes lead the way to mstruction ; and we ought
never to cease investigating the most (p, I 86) abstr.us~ recesses
of nature, nor at the same time forget the narrow limits of our
capacity, and the danger of presumption .. What theref~re I
have to offer upon the nature of this disease, IS.rather submltt.ed
to your consideration as matter of farther enqUiry, than as opmions sufficiently established.
On reviewing the cases I have seen of this disorder, I recollected
the subjects were mostly women. That t~ey were for the most
part, if not all, past the time of menstruation.
That they w~re
generally of a firm and somewhat robust. habit, ~enerally with
black hair, and not subject to any particular diseases. Most
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of them had borne children; and nothing remarkable had occurred about the cessation of the menses; in general, rather of a
costive habit, and in the middling situations oflife.
In two of these cases, a small hard tumour in the breast had
occasioned some suspicion of a schirrhus; but had never proceeded to give trouble.
These appearances, however, excited my attention, and in-duced me to suspect that the cause of these extreme pains in the
face might possibly be of a cancerous nature; the method of cure
and other circumstances seem to corroborate the suspicion.
The sex, the time of life, two cases where a tendency to this
was obvious, as well as the kind of pain, which was sudden,
frequent, and (p. 187) severe, and as suddenly remitting, were
to me farther confirmations.
In tracing the history of persons afflicted with cancers not apparently proceeding from external causes, we shall find for the
most part they have been afflicted with erratic pains in the limbs,
often about the loins, sometimes in the thighs, and other muscular
parts.
These have commonly been considered by the patients
as merely rheumatic; but if we enquire more particularly, we shall
find they are very different. They are not always worse in the
night than the day. They are not a dull, heavy, aching pain,
and continual; but sharp, lancinating, and remittent.
They are
not much affected by the weather, nor by any obvious causes;
and they frequently disappear for some time; at least, there is a
considerable abatement in their violence.
These pains do not always cease when the cancer becomes
obvious; they are sometimes severe when the disease is making
great progress externally: and experienced surgeons well know
how little benefit the unhappy patients have to expect from removing the breast or other diseased part, if the patients have
been long subjected to such complaints.
I t seems not improbable, but that a sharp, corrosive, cancerous
acrimony may long be pervading, like electrical matter, certain
series of vessels, and, when collected in a certain quantity, (p.
188) may create' these pains; yet without seizing upon any part
with such violence as to destroy its functions.
But if a part
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that favours its operations is once injured, those we call glandular
especially, as the breasts, and the subcutaneous
glands in the
face, and other parts; if these become incapable of resisting or
subduing the cancerous matter that may be thrown upon them,
the mischief then becomes evident, and advances in proportion to
the combination of those causes which favour its progress.
An
original disposition to form such acrimony, bad health, anxiety,
external injury, and extreme sensibility of pain and danger, seem
to constitute
a part of these causes.
There are few physicians, I believe, who may not, on reviewing
many cases which have occurred to them of anomalous pains in
different parts of the body, so as sometimes to counterfeit gouty,
bilious, and other internal affections of the stomach and bowels,
perceive some analogy between them and the complaints here
pointed out.
Perhaps a cancerous acrimony may have been the basis of some
of these stubborn evils, and probably a good deal of mischief
might have been prevented by treating them early as if they
were known to be of a cancerous complexion, by opening a drain,
by repeated small bleedings, by gentle cooling laxatives, the hemlock, a light diet, and the other usual auxiliaries in such complaints.
(p, 189) It is with a view to promote some attention
to this object, that I have troubled you with these reflections.
P. S. Since the preceding account was presented to the Society, I have met with two more cases of this painful affection;
and found upon inquiry, that in both these there had been hard,
permanent, and painful tumours in the breast; that these tumours
became less painful when the face was attacked; and that both
the one and the other had yielded to the efficacy of this medicine,
the pain and the tumour both abating.
THE

END.

